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DESIGN ECONOMY
2.5 billion euros in value for over 61,000 employees.
The 2020 of Italian design tell of a healthy sector
that, despite the slowdown due to the pandemic,
continues to represent an important lung for our
economy and a flagship of the "made in Italy"...

on page 4
WOODWORKING SECTOR
The year 2021 was really positive for Italian woodworking sector, as the beginning of 2022. This
trend was reaffirmed by the Studies Office of Acimall: production amounted to 2,530 million euro,
up by 36.9 percent compared to 2020 and by
11.6 percent versus 2019.

on page 5
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BIESSE
Biesse is responding to market demands with
high-tech solutions as “Opera 7” that can be customized to specific production requirements, offering manufactured items of high quality while
preserving high productivity…

on page 9

SIEMENS
With the motto “Infinite possibilities for wood machinery”, Siemens is reaffirming its front-stage role
also in the woodworking industry, pursuing one
main goal: collect the requirements of machinery
manufacturers and offer the most effective solutions…

on page 15
SCM GROUP
In recent years, we have seen the development,
expansion and consolidation of the “Maestro”
platform by SCM. We met Manuela Andreani,
Software Product Manager, and Sergio Castro,
Digital Services Product Manager, to talk about
digitalization…

on page 16

SCM SERVICE: A WIDE RANGE OF CUSTOMIZABLE SERVICES FOR AN
ALL-ROUND SUPPORT
Immediate response, efﬁciency and professionalism are the three pillars at the base of our business strategy: from technical assistance to the supply of original spare parts, to training activities, both on site and in “digital mode”.
This is made possible by our network of over 500 technicians around the world and the latest generation of smart digital
technologies and services.
“We’ll go the extra mile for you”: this is the spirit that sets apart the SCM Service team.

DISCOVER MORE

STEMA
“We have grown, we have started to build bigger
machines and now we make complete production
lines that need more space”. Stema's new adventure as told by Enrico Citterio.

scmwood.com

on page 17
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We have to admit it: when you get to the MayJune issue there is always a sort of "turnaround" breeze in the background, that feeling
of being halfway through the work, of being
on the verge of closing something. On the
one hand what has been done in the first part
of the year, on the other hand the upcoming
summer, the organization of work for the second part of the year, between scheduled
deliveries, incoming orders and the events
that will accompany us until the end of the
year and that will be fixed points in the calendars of companies.
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Licom Systems turns fifty

What you will read in this issue of Xylon International is a snapshot of an industry thatdespite the obvious uncertainties about what
is happening, between wars and raw materials-has put on the arrow and continues to
run. And here are the numbers, those of design
that you will find on page 4, which highlight
the difficulties of 2020, but also how 2021 was
positive and the sector is one of the beauties
of "made in Italy." Positive numbers for Italian
2021 also - and above all - for the woodworking
sector (as you will read in the article on page
5), which closed the year with an intriguing
plus 11.9 percent compared to 2019 (plus 36
if we are talking about 2020 instead) and highlights some excellent performances in the
first quarter, as shown by the data released
by Acimall, the association of woodworking
machinery and technology manufacturers.
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Finiture: the evolution
of “Ras” continues…

11

An air, we can say, of normality and a return
to the past that-with due caution in saying this
and also a pinch of "superstition" because of
what we have seen in these "long" years-probably a little bit missed. After the Salone del
Mobile (in June), it will be the summer of Iwf
Atlanta (which we told you about at length in
last issue's U.S. focus, ed.), of the return to
China on "new" dates, and it will be the hot
autumn of Xylexpo and of a milestone for the
woodworking industry.

And while the numbers can often seem like
aseptic accounts of a constantly changing
reality, we decided-as we always do-to let the
companies who opened their doors to us
speak directly to tell us about a new product
or a small slice of their business. And here are
interviews with Massimo Benvenuti of Hiteco
(on page 6), Cristina, Gianni and Nicola Sella
of Essetre, Consuelo Curtolo of Cursal (on
page 11) Marco Silva of Licom Systems - Alphacam (on page 12, Filippo Pellitteri of TWT
(on page 13) Manuela Andreani and Sergio
Castro of SCM (on page 16) and Enrico Citterio
of Stema (on page 17). Cutaways and photographs of interesting, living tangible realities....
Plus industry news, new products and new
solutions that we let you discover "page after
page". Because in this world that has become
accustomed to living like a TV series, we
choose to be the ones who "don't spoil," but
leave you with the pleasure of discovery. And
so we just have to wish you...happy reading!

New products by Vauth-Sagel
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NEWS
GERMAN FURNITURE

PALLET

German furniture industry: plus 16.1 percent

European production is over 100 million

The German furniture industry increased its sales
in the first quarter of this year by 16.1 percent to
4.8 billion euros. The industry achieved an increase
of 15.6 percent in Germany. Abroad, German furniture manufacturers sold 17.1 percent more than
in the same period last year. The export ratio
climbed from 31.6 percent to 32.2 percent.
Almost all divisions recorded double-digit sales
growth from January to March this year. Producers
of kitchen furniture (up 16.8 percent), upholstered furniture (up 20.8 percent) and office and store furniture
(up 12.2 percent) posted strong gains. Other furniture, which includes living room, dining room and
bedroom furniture, achieved a 19.3 percent increase in sales. Only the mattress industry recorded a slight
decline (minus 1.9 percent). For the month of March 2022, the official statistics for the German furniture
industry determined sales of 1.8 billion of Euros, an increase of 17.3 percent compared to the previous year.
"When looking at business development in the first three months, two effects should be noted", commented
Jan Kurth, Managing Director of the furniture associations (VDM/VHK), on the official figures. n

Epal (European Pallet Association) maintained the
continuous growth of the Epal Euro pallet pool in
2021. More than 100 million new Epal Euro pallets
were produced for the first time in a calendar year
in 2021. The record result of 101.3 million represents
a year-on-year growth of 5.5 percent (96.1 million

Euro pallets were produced in 2020). There was
also significant growth of 7.6 percent in repairs.
The production Box pallets, which grew by 66.7
percent to 288,149 box pallets, is worth highlighting
here. The total production and repair volume in
2021 for all load carriers grew by 6 percent to a
total of 130.8 million pallets.
Concerns that it would not be possible to supply
industrial and retail users with sufficient numbers
of Euro pallets as a result of the shortage of and
increase in the price of wood in spring 2021
proved, in hindsight, to be unwarranted. The Euro
pallet pool continued to be a reliable partner in
2021 for industry and retail, and their supply
chains, and ensured the on-going availability of
Euro pallets. n

BIESSE

FANUC

Plus 43.2 percent in 2021 for Pesaro based group

More than five million cnc machines realized

The board of directors of Biesse Group recently
approved the consolidated financial report for the
first quarter of 2022. Strongly positive numbers for
the Pesaro-based group, which, among others,
highlights a 43.2 percent growth in net profits
compared to the first quarter of last year (9.8
million euros), with a five percent incidence and a
tax rate of 27.
In addition to net profits, all other indicators were
also positive. Consolidated net revenues reached
196.6 million euros (plus 21.8 percent) and value
added exceeded 87 million euros (plus 14.4 percent) incidence 44.5 percent (47.3 percent in IQ
2021). Ebitda came in at 26.1 million euros (plus
27.1 percent compared to 3/31/2021), with an in-

cidence of 13.3 percent (12.7 percent in IQ 2021),
while Ebit came in at 15.1 million euros (plus 33.9
percent), with an incidence of 7.7 percent (7.0
percent in IQ 2021).
As of March 31, 2022, the group’s net financial
position (including IFRS16 effects) was a positive
107.7 million euros, an increase of more than 48
million euros from the previous year. Compared to
the end of 2021, within a normal quarterly cyclicality,
the cash position worsens net of nonrecurring
components by only 16.9 million euros.
Order intake for the Biesse Group (machinery
only) in the first quarter of 2022 increased by 14.8
percent compared to IQ 2021, by 80.5 percent
compared to IQ 2020, and by 36.8 percent compared to the same period in 2019.
As of March 31, 2022, the order backlog amounted
to 409 million (plus 62.5 percent compared to the
same date 2021, plus 116.4 percent compared to
March 2020, and plus 83.1 percent compared to
the same date 2019).
Compared with the December 2021 order backlog,
there was an increase of 7.2 percent after the first
three months. n

New record for Fanuc, which recently passed the
historic record of more than five million cnc machines produced. A major milestone for the Japanese company, which expressed its satisfaction
through the words of Kenji Yamaguchi president
and ceo of Fanuc Corporation: “We
owe this success to years of support
from our customers and partners,
which include machine tool manufacturers and end users”.
In 2017, for example, a European
development center was opened at
the German subsidiary’s headquarters in Neuhausen, near Stuttgart.
To expand it and to support the European service organization, Fanuc

EUMABOIS
“Excited for the next Xylexpo’s edition”
Eumabois, the European Federation grouping 13
National Associations of Woodworking Machinery
Manufacturer, will take part in the 2022 edition of
Xylexpo. The trade fair will be held in Fiera Milano-Rho from 12th to 15th October. Being one of
the first exhibitions taking place in Europe after
the challenges created by the Corona pandemic,
Xylexpo will be for sure an impressive event for
all participants.
“Technologies for the woodworking and furniture
industry experienced an extremely positive year
in 2021 and a great start in 2022“, commented
Luigi De Vito, Vice President of Eumabois. “This
trend will be for sure also reflected in the upcoming
edition of Xylexpo”. Jürgen Köppel, President of
Eumabois, is fully supporting De Vito’s message
with his statement: “Xylexpo 2022 will be a great
international showcase of innovations where visitors

can experience latest trends and solutions in
person, again”.
The European Federation will be present with a
dedicated booth for being available to all National
Associations and visitors from all over the world.
For visitors, this will be an opportunity to get in
touch with Eumabois and to get the latest economic
updates relating to the woodworking industry, as
well as to get a preview of the Eumabois “World
Exhibitions Network 2023” trade fair calendar. n

REHAU
Goodbye Russia!
After the stop comes the farewell. Rehau, a group
active in the production of plastic components for

construction, automotive, and industrial applications,
after deciding – at the end of March – to suspend
its activities in Russia, has decided to leave the
country for good, handing over its operations to
local management. The preliminary agreement
has already been signed, but the figures have not
been disclosed. With the war in Ukraine continuing
to the bitter end and international sanctions tightening, the number of companies deciding to
leave the Russian market continues to grow.
Rehau had been present in Russia for about 30
years, employing about 700 people in the country
(out of a total of about 20,000) with production facilities dedicated to window frames, building elements and furniture profiles. n
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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is now engaged in the construction of a 6,000square-meter technical center in Neuhausen. The
building, for which an investment of 20 million
euros has been planned, is expected to be in
operation in 2023. n
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SCENARIOS

DELOITTE
Deloitte Private is a strategic business solutio,
that operates in forty countries around the
world, dedicated to mid-market companies,
families and their advisors (private bankers,
wealth managers, family offices).
As a Trusted Business Advisor, it offers
multidisciplinary services to clients in the segment: from innovation development, generation
change management, risk management and
governance, to process optimization and internationalization.

ITALIAN DESIGN:
A SECTOR WORTH 2.5 BILLION EUROS
Symbola Foundation, Deloitte Private and Poli.design, supported by Adi, Cuid, Comieco, Logotel,
AlmaLaurea and with the patronage of the Italian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, have recently presented the results of
the 2022 “Design Economy” report (based on
2020 data, ed.), the usual spring meeting presenting
the economic data of design, for a sector worth
2.5 billion euros. We can notice a slight decline
since last year's report (which looked at 2019,
ed.), when the total value of the sector was about
3 billion euros, with more than 64,000 employees
compared to 61,000 today. As expected, the
decline is due to the effects of the pandemic,
forced closures in March-April, and the slow reopening in May.

SYMBOLA FOUNDATION
The European design sector had about 217
thousand enterprises in 2019. Italy, with
nearly 34 thousand firms, accounted for
about 15.5 percent of the entire EU design
system, placing it firmly at the first place in
terms of number of firms, ahead of Germany
and France (a supremacy maintained in 2020
as well). The Italian design sector in 2019 offered employment to 64,551 workers (61
thousand in 2020, down by about 5 percent
from the previous year) with an added value
of more than 3 billion euros (in 2020 2.5
billion euros, down about 16 percent).
Symbola is the foundation that promotes and
connects Italian qualities. Through research,
events and projects, it showcases companies,
associations and institutions that focus on innovation, beauty, human capital and territory,
generating an economy on a human scale,
more resilient and competitive. For over fifteen
years, Symbola has been analyzing the relationship between green economy, creativity,
social cohesion and competitiveness, in terms
of employment, turnover and exports, demonstrating, through its reports, a strong correlation between these factors.

A GENERAL OVERVIEW
The sector has 30,000 enterprises that generated
in 2020, as we mentioned, an added value of 2.5
billion euros with 61,000 employees. Enterprises
are all over Italy, with a particular concentration in
the specialization areas of "made in Italy" and in
the regions Lombardy, Piedmont, Emilia Romagna
and Veneto, where 60 percent of the enterprises
are located. Milan excels among the provinces
with 15 percent enterprises and 18 percent national
value added (Rome 6.7 percent and 5.3 percent,
Turin 5 percent and 7.8 percent). Companies operate 44% abroad (8.9 percent non-EU), 45 percent
on a national scale, and 10.8 percent locally.
MILANO REMAINS THE DESIGN CAPITAL
The capital of Italian design is Milan: Lombardy’s
main city concentrates 18 percent of the sector's
added value in the country. Milan also hosts Salone
del Mobile and Fuorisalone, one of the largest
design events in the world, which celebrates its
60th edition this year. Milan is also considered the
capital of design thanks to Triennale di Milano and
the Compasso museum promoted by Adi, which
opened in 2020. This trend matches the general
trend, as design companies and professionals
conduct their activities mainly in metropolitan centers, where they have the opportunity to enjoy
greater national and international visibility. In fact,
4 out of 10 design firms operate abroad (44 percent
EU, 8.9 percent non-EU), while the remaining companies operate mainly domestically (45%) or, to a
lesser extent, only on a local scale (10.8 percent).
DESIGN AND ECO TRANSITION
Nowadays, considering sustainability, it’s necessary
to develop a cultural approach that helps the
Italian business fabric get in touch with a new generation of problems and needs. Being truly sustainable will increasingly imply moving away from
a dimension focused only on the design and optimization of products (or parts of them). This is a
shift in which design can play a crucial role. While
the majority of designers and design firms feel
prepared on the topic, declaring high (33.9 percent)
and mid-level skills (55.1 percent), the goal for sustainability currently focuses on durability (57.6
percent), and secondly on reducing the use of
raw materials and energy (43.4 percent), as highlighted by the results of the survey conducted
for the 2022 edition of the report.

percent) leads the way, followed by automotive
(56 percent), real estate, such as ceramics, flooring,
structural elements (38 percent), clothing (30 percent) and agribusiness (13.3 percent).
The growing environmental awareness and the
consequent importance that the market (especially
the future one) attributes to environmental aspects
is stimulating the commitment to a sustainable
future in the Italian business ecosystem. This is
demonstrated by several examples of both associations, such as Federlegnoarredo (with "Decalogo" that trace the demand for eco design services)
or Comieco (with the survey on the characteristics
of the restaurants packs); and companies, such
as Italdesign (with the Pop. Up Next project for
sustainable mobility) or Dyloan (with D-refashion
lab, to give a second life to unsold clothing); and
by designers such as Mario Cucinella (in the field
of building performance optimization, as for the
headquarters of Iperceramica).
"In the middle of a green and digital transition,"
said Ermete Realacci, head of the Symbola Foundation, "accelerated by the pandemic and the invasion of Ukraine, design is again called upon to
give shape, meaning and beauty to the future.
Many aspects of our lives, as well as many sectors,
will change, from the metamorphosis of mobility
towards shared, interconnected and electric models,
and the processes of decarbonization and circular
economy that are changing industry and supply
chain relations, to products that, in a context of increasingly scarce resources, will necessarily have
to be redesigned to become more durable, repairable, reusable."
ITALIAN EDUCATION IN THE DESIGN FIELD
The educational system is spread throughout the
country, with 81 institutes accredited by the Ministry of Education: 22 Universities, 16 Fine Arts
Academies, 15 Legally Recognized Academies,
22 Private Institutes authorized to grant AFAM degrees (High Artistic and Musical Education) and 6
ISIA (Higher Institutes for Artistic Industries). For a
total of 291 study courses, distributed in various

levels of training and different areas of specialization.
They include peaks of excellence such as the Politecnico di Milano, first among EU countries and
5th in the world in the field of design according to
the prestigious QS World University Rankings by
Subject, but first, however, among public universities. Next, the European Institute of Design (IED)
and the New Academy of Fine Arts (NABA) have
an important role in designer education.
Overall, there are 9,362 designers with a formal
education; of these, two-thirds live in the North,
particularly in Lombardy (49.8 percent). This year,
thanks to collaboration with Almalaurea and the
Career Service of the Politecnico di Milano, additional information has been added regarding the
employment situation five years after graduation
and five years after our first report on design. The
first estimate on the employment rate of master's
degree graduates in design at five years has a
value of 90 percent, higher than the average for
the overall two-year master's degree graduates in
Italy; of these, 84 percent work in the design field.
"In the face of powerful change trends," said Francesco Zurlo, president of Poli.design and head of
the School of Design, "from the climate crisis to digital transformation to the difficult geopolitical environment, design, which is the practice of an intellectual operator, seems to be better equipped
than other disciplines and professions to deal with
complexity. As the Foundation's report highlights,
the success of designer education and placement
underscores this."
To sum up, although the 2020 numbers show a
sharp decline compared to 2019, the overall value
of the design sector remains important. A 2.5-billion-euro sector and, above all, one of the flagships
of "made in Italy." (f.i.) n

The meeting point between supply and demand
for design services already takes the form of designing with more sustainable raw materials and
optimizing the use of resources, identified as the
main priorities for design in the field of sustainability
by companies and designers interviewed in the
study which work in these areas. "Made in Italy"
sectors are the main ones driving the demand for
sustainable design services. Furniture sector (70
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

POLI.DESIGN
Since 1999, Poli.Design is the nonprofit consortium company that reports to the Politecnico
di Milano, and through it, accesses the vast
resources of multidisciplinary expertise available
in Italy's first and most important technical university. Together with the School of Design of
the Politecnico di Milano and the Department
of Design, Poli.Design shapes the Politecnico's
design system, an aggregate of resources,
skills, facilities and laboratories that is among
the most important in the world.

deloitte.com
polidesign.net
symbola.net
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ITALIAN WOODWORKING INDUSTRY: A BRILLIANT 2021!
The year 2021 was really positive, as the beginning
of 2022. This trend was reaffirmed by the Studies
Office of Acimall, the association of Italian manufacturers of italian wood and furniture technology:
production amounted to 2,530 million euro, up by
36.9 percent compared to 2020, a year we would
like to forget for many reasons, not only economic,
and by 11.6 percent versus 2019.
Excellent results also for export, reaching 1,740
million euro (plus 30.8 percent over 2020; plus 10.1
percent over 2019), with a domestic market showing
signs of liveliness (790 million euro, up by 52.5 percent over 2020 and 15.1 percent over 2019).
Import also increased, reaching 244 million euro,
59.4 percent more than 2020 and 21.4 percent
more than 2019.According to tradition, driven by
the strong propensity to export of Italian companies,
the trade balance was also positive, with a value of
1,496 million euro (plus 27.1 percent over 2020,
plus 8.5 percent over 2019). Apparent consumption
also increased: 1,034 million euro, up by 54.1
percent over 2020 and 16.5 percent over 2019.
“The 2021 figures speak for themselves, showing
that the technology industry has emerged from two
difficult years, going back to pre-Covid levels”,
said Dario Corbetta, Acimall director. “State incentives have certainly played a key role, but they
have not "altered" the market trend: the growth we
are seeing now is not only driven by incentives
(which have basically caused a concentration of
investment decisions in a narrow timeframe), but
also by a significant market rally that has brought
business back to its normal development patterns”.
“So, we want to reassure those who fear that the
current trend is "doped" by the incentives, and
once this window of opportunity has closed, we
will have to face a period of stagnating demand”,
Corbetta continued. “Such belief is supported by
the economic figures of the early months of 2022,
which clearly indicate a structural expansion of
our industry, which is going to last”.
ITALIAN EXPORT
The consolidated figures of 2021 allow to draw
more conclusions on Italian export, which increased
compared to 2020 and 2019. Looking at the
present situation, we can state that the RussiaUkraine crisis has only caused a limited reduction
of Italian export so far. Russia, Ukraine and
Belarus together represent a small share of Italian
export, approximately 5 percent, and the export
flows to those countries seem to continue, though
with a significant reduction.
Many woodworking machines are not listed in the

"Dual Use" category of equipment that can be used
to produce warfare materials, so they are not subject
to the current embargo, while all spare parts are
subject to constraints. At present, banking operations,
despite some difficulties, have not been interrupted,
with a few Russian institutes still working.
Looking at 2021 figures, we can draw a ranking
of countries based on their interest in made-inItaly wood and furniture technology. The list is not
surprising, reaffirming the stability of the regions
where Italian production is mostly appreciated.
The top position is taken by the United States
(164.2 million euro, plus 13.9 percent over 2020),
followed by France (118.2 million, plus 10.3
percent) and Poland (110.6 million euro, plus 34
percent). Germany is at number four in the list of
“customer countries”, with an expenditure of 106.3
million euro on Italian machinery, up by 11 percent
compared to 2020. Then come the United Kingdom
(81.3 million, plus 56 percent), Spain (76.2 million,
plus 62.3 percent), Russia (67.3 million, plus
102.4 percent) and China, placing orders in Italy
for 60.1 million euro, the only country in the topten list with a negative trend by 19 percent.
The list is closed by Belgium (at number nine with
56.6 million euro, plus 18.4 percent) and Austria
(54.5 million, plus 36.6 percent).
2022: STILL AN EXCELLENT Q1
And the first quarter 2022, despite significant differences from the previous one, reaffirmed the
good health conditions of the wood and furniture
technology industry. In the January-March 2022
period, orders increased by 21.7 percent over
the same quarter of 2021, as a result of 35.1
percent expansion on the domestic market – still
showing high propensity to invest – and a moderate
3.3 percent growth recorded by export.

will go back to normal – De Vito concluded – and
once again, our entrepreneurs will have to hold
the rudder firmly, trying to navigate their companies
in a situation where any prediction and decision
appears to be difficult”.
The opinions collected by the quality survey are
basically stable. 48 percent of the sample expects
the positive trend of production to continue (versus
57 percent in the previous quarter); 52 percent
expect substantial stability (43 percent in October-December 2021).
Employment is on the rise according to 38 percent
of the sample (versus 57 percent in the previous
quarter), stable according to 62 percent (43 percent
in October-December 2021).

The orders book is stable at six months of secured
production (6.1 months in the October-December
2021 period). Unfortunately, we are seeing a
strong rally of prices, up by 5.3 percent in the
first quarter 2022, continuing the trend recorded
throughout last year.
“We are paying a high fee for the difficult situation
of purchasing and supply chains”, said Luigi De
Vito, president of Acimall. “The global economic
and production system is facing a situation that
has been worsened by the war in Eastern Europe,
as well as the enduring uncertainty about possible
pandemic developments in the second half of the
year”. “Right now, it is still hard to say when we

ITALIAN WOODWORKING AND FURNITURE MACHINERY: 2021 FINAL BALANCE

Production
Export
Domestic market
Import
Trade balance
Apparent consumption

Value
(million euro)

% Variation
2021/2020

% Variation
2021/2019

2,530
1,740
790
244
1,496
1,034

+36.9
+30.8
+52.5
+59.4
+27.1
+54,1

+11.6
+10.1
+15.1
+21.4
+8.5
+16.5

ITALIAN EXPORT OF WOODWORKING AND FURNITURE MACHINERY
Top-ten destination countries

United States
France
Poland
Germany
United Kingdom
Spain
Russia
China
Belgium
Austria

Value
(million euro)

% Variation
2021/2020

% Variation
2021/2019

164.2
118.2
110.6
106.3
81.3
76.2
67.3
60.1
56.5
54.5

+13.9
+10.3
+34.0
+11.2
+56.0
+62.3
+102.4
-19.0
+18.4
+36.6

-17.1
+4.4
+27.1
+3.9
+37.3
+2.0
+78.0
-3.9
+0.3
+30.0
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Stocks are stable according to 33 percent of the
interviewees, increasing for 48 percent, decreasing
for 19 percent.
Compared to the past, less optimism is emerging
from the forecast survey: on foreign markets,
48 percent of the sample expects a period of
stability (versus 76 percent in the previous quarter),
33 percent see further expansion (versus 24 percent), while 19 percent fear shrinkage. The domestic market will remain at the current level according
to 43 percent of the interviewees (versus 66 percent
in the previous survey), it will keep growing according to 33 percent (29 percent in the final quarter
2021), and it will decrease according to 24 percent
(5 percent in October-December 2021). n
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LEITZ LOUNCHES NEW
TOOLS “WITH ADDED LIFE”

HITECO: WHEN EFFICIENCY
IS A MATTER OF... HEAD
Technological innovation and internationalization
are the drivers of constant growth at Hiteco, based
in Villa Verucchio (Rimini) and specializing in the
design and construction of high-tech industrial
electromechanical components for machine tools.
In 45 years, the company has become a world
leader in the production of electrospindles,
birotary units, boring units and aggregates for
numerical control machines dedicated to the processing of a wide range of materials: wood, plastic,
composites, glass, stone and metal.
The company was established in 1977
as an internal division of Scm Group,
a global leader in machining technology for a wide range of materials
and in industrial components; over
time, the company has been growing
constantly, until in 2008 it became
an independent division, with approximately one hundred employees and
a strong export propensity.
The revenue trend is also very positive, with a
constant increase. According to the division manager Massimo Benvenuti, “Hiteco's inudstrial
components are 100 percent made in Italy, representing the added value of any machine, as they
define its quality in terms of performance, speed,
power, accuracy and reliability over time”. One
more reason for Hiteco to invest in research and
development and enhance the quality of technological solutions developed to meet the most different customer requirements. “We have a dedicated team for in-house R&D to create flexible

LATEST NEWS FROM HITECO
FOR WOODWORKING MACHINERY
One of the new solutions is “iM Smart Sensor”,
a smart sensor that can support the entire production process, monitoring the key parameters
of vibration, speed and temperature.
“iM Smart Sensor” can be applied to all Hiteco
components installed on the machines, enabling
them to operate in full safety while minimizing
downtime and maximizing productivity.
Another highlight is the new family of electrospindles Robotech, mainly designed for robotic applications and single/dual-shoulder
birotary heads, with power ratings up to 30
kW, not only for wood but, in line with Hiteco's
strategy in recent years, also for the processing
of other materials including light alloys, plastics
and composites.
Reliability, easy application, modularity, compact size and high performance are the added
values of “Qx” electrospindles, which stand
out for the wide range of power ratings within
the same layout: for the “Qc” series, Hiteco
offers ratings from 5 to 11kW. You can also
choose between different versions, with short
and long "nose", where the latter features a
triad of front bearings for maximum stiffness.
These electrospindles can achieve speeds
up to 40 thousand revolutions.

and leading-edge technological solutions that are
constantly evolving," Benvenuti adds. “The entire
production process is characterized by strict
checks in the most significant stages of the process.
All controls and the final testing are made using
the most advanced instruments, duly certified and
constantly updated. All investments are aimed at
increasing the quality and resistance of our products, and consequently, the performance of the
machines of our customers".
In addition, all Hiteco's products
are assembled in line, ensuring
the total control of all assembling
operations, and therefore, the best
quality for the customer. This is a
key strength that, together with a
large inventory of parts from stock,
Massimo
significantly speeds up delivery.
Benvenuti.
All Hiteco products are distinguished
by the extensive use of sensors, in
line with the huge potential of Industry 4.0 and in
response to the increasing focus on the reduction
of the energy consumption of machines.
For the company's growth, investments in the
global market are just as important. in recent years,
Hiteco have strengthened their leadership in Asia,
with a team of specialists offering sales and technical
support. Hiteco has also invested massively in
Europe and North America: in the latter, the
company has further strengthened its direct operations
with a new branch office opening in Atlanta in 2021,
a reference for the customers and the sales network
operating in the North American market, with a new
leap forward in terms of technical support, with dedicated service and spare parts.
“We are an excellent player recognized globally
for the high innovation standards of our products
and a widespread sales network, with local resources and distributors. We can also offer direct
assistance in many countries through a team of
skilled engineers who can respond quickly to specific customer requests". n
hiteco.net
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Furniture and kitchen manufacturers must increasingly
deal with topics like productivity, efficiency, flexibility
and quality, to be successful in the market.
In this context, the squaring of furniture panels,
which comes right before the edgebanding process,
plays a key role in the entire production process.
The trade-off between processing quality requirements
and the maximum profitability of the whole process
is very "narrow", and in many cases the optimization
potential is unimaginable. Especially with highquality cabinet doors and front parts using zerojoint technology (combined with glossy and matte
coatings, real wood veneer or finishing films), the
perfect processing of decorative edges and narrow
sides before edgebanding is absolutely necessary.
To reduce production costs and optimize process
time, it is essential to use tools with a long life.
Perfect edge quality with the materials mentioned
above on particleboard and Mdf panels can only
be achieved through peripherical milling using
diamond-coated tools, a process called rectification. During the milling process, the diamondtipped cutters wear out, especially in the coating
areas. However, the cutter areas outside the tool
working sections remain unused. With the concept

of “tool with added life”, these unused cutter
areas can be moved into the processing area relevant for the quality.
An example of tools based on these concepts is
the grinding solution with adjustable width developed by Leitz – the tool and component specialist
– which leverages the unused portion, thus extending the operating life. By adjusting the width of
this two-part tooling system, you can leverage the
unused cutting areas in the machining area to improve the quality of the coating zone, when the
processing quality decreases. The millimeter adjustment is executed in few simple steps. In this
way, the tool life can be extended significantly
compared to conventional grinding. For instance,
if you adjust it six times, the tool life is seven times
longer before the tool needs to be resharpened.
Furthermore, the operator does not need to correct
the shaft position, as the tool width adjustment is
in synch with the upper and lower part of the
panel. As a result, machine downtime can be reduced by up to 80 percent compared to conventional tool changers. n
leitz.org

Different executions of adjustable grinding by Leitz.

FINISHING

QUALITY, SIMPLICITY, STORY:
NERLI’S SANDING MACHINES
Since 1945, when it was called Nerli Liberale e
Figli, then renamed to Officine Meccaniche Nerli
in 1959, the Nerli family’s mission has always
been to create next-generation sanding machines,
as reliable and strong as possible, capable of delivering a top-quality finished product.
The key feature of these sanding machines is the
unique pressure system using multiple independent pads, which allow to optimize the sanding of
wood and coatings by adjusting the pressure of
each pad, setting very light pressure to achieve
unparalleled finishing.
This system, which basically operates like a copying
machine, offers excellent results even with highly
deformed pieces, imperfect surfaces (slightly concave, convex or skewed) or non-calibrated parts.
Today, sanding standards are highly variable and
strictly dependent on customer and market requirements, but all industry operators agree that the
best sanding is offered by narrow-belt transversal
sanding machines. That’s why Nerli has constantly
developed this category of solutions over the
years, using pads with adjustable pressure and
flexible operation, which deliver high-end finishing
quality and high-gloss or mirror-like finishing.
Not only finishing quality. One of the key features
of the sanding machines manufactured by the
company based in Ponsacco, near Pisa, is the
ease of use: the operator quickly learns how to
operate the machine, optimizing cycle time and
costs, while minimizing the use of skilled labor,
which is harder and harder to find. Nerli’s sanding
machines can also be used to process wood for

6

different applications and products (furniture,
kitchen, pianos, tables, wardrobes, doors, boat
furniture), to make high-gloss coatings with glossy,
matte, polyurethane and polyester paints.
The company seeks innovation starting from established principles, a mission pursued by four generations that has become the distinctive feature of
a company that has been designing and manufacturing sanding machines for over 76 years. (f.i.) n
nerli.it
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FINITURE: THE EVOLUTION
OF “RAS” CONTINUES...
Finiture S.r.l., the Italian manufacturer of painting
systems for windows, doors, chairs and solid furniture, continues the evolution of the painting robot
called "Ras".
"Ras" is a six-axis arm robot equipped with a scanner
for detecting the size, shape and position of parts
on the bar, and the "Winpaint" software. Using this
innovative software, "Ras" can paint all types of
interior and exterior window and door frames, from
the simplest to the most complex, optimizing production time and further reducing any waste.
HOW DOES “WINPAINT” WORK?
The "Winpaint" software processes the data sent
from the scanner to define the axis movement

FREUD EXPANDS THE RANGE OF
“SCH” SOLID ROUTER CUTTERS

program of the "Ras" robot in real time, without
any operator intervention. "Winpaint" is able to
process data in depth, thus enabling the paint
gun to reach all points of the product, achieving
an even greater degree of precision and efficiency.
"Ras," moreover, can be assembled on a mobile
carriage, which is controlled as if it were a 7th axis.
This allows to have no limits in the useful length of
painting and to be able to paint parts with a useful
length of up to six meters.
“RAS”: THE EVOLUTION CONTINUES
Today, this software has evolved further with the
latest generation of three-dimensional optical
scanners: a combined laser and camera system
allows to capture the three-dimensional shape of
an object with great precision and to produce 3D
models. These models support the painting process
by handling parts of all sizes, customizing the production, painting curved parts, optimizing the
amount of paint used, and having maximum painting
flexibility.
Supervisory systems can also be integrated to
allow the centralized control of the system's operating status, being able to program preset sequences of operating programs, such as automatic
paint changes.
Thanks to the "supervisory system", the plant
management is now fully automated: the "supervisor"
interfaces with the company's IT system and its
Erp part, enabling the plant to become a real working center, more and more autonomous. The
presence of the operator is no longer needed,
and the plant is able to work at night and can be
controlled remotely. n
finiture.it

Freud, specializing in the production of highquality cutters, is launching a new range extension
of its premium quality “Sch” router cutters, dedicated
to industrial operations.
Celebrating its 60th anniversary, the Italian brand is
the only manufacturer of tools with an in-house
production of hard metal, designed and formulated
for specific applications. From a business heritage
built on innovation, here come the range of solid
cutters "Sch" for wood, particleboard, Mdf and woodbased materials, dedicated to nesting applications
and designed for next-generation cnc machines.
The range offers a wide choice of diameters
among 250 items currently included: from a minimum diameter of 3 millimeters for detail processing,
up to a maximum of 20 millimeters for roughing
and finishing operations. To expand the portfolio

XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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and the application versatility, Freud is designing
another range extension that will expand the
offer above 300 cutters, available in the market
by the end of the year.
The “Sch” solid cutters are an ideal investment for
consistent and reliable industrial production, delivering
superior performance, starting from the raw materials:
a special compound of titanium and cobalt, resulting
from specific formulations created to bear the stress
of the heaviest machining operations.
The hard metal “H05mg” used for this range
features specific levels of hardness and toughness,
designed and tested to ensure the highest efficiency
during the machining process. With higher resistance to impact, the “Sch” solid cutters have a
longer lifecycle than other products in the market,
zero breaking risk, and consequently, a reduction
of machine downtime.
The design and highly sophisticated geometries
of the "Sch" range, resulting from the multi-decade
know-how acquired by Freud in the industrial market,
bring high versatility to several applications. The
final result is an optimized investment, allowing to
use one single accessory for multiple operations. n
freudtools.com
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NORDUTENSILI: ACCURACY,
RELIABILITY AND INNOVATION
Nordutensili, established in 1984 in Udine,
has been strengthening
its position in the tool
making business over
the years, developing a
catalog with more than
250 items.

LAMELLO LAUNCHES NEW
“CLASSIC X” AND “ZETA P2”
New innovations at Lamello. The Swiss company
recently announced two new solutions due next
September: The Classic X and Zeta P2 biscuit joiners are now available as battery-powered versions
for cordless freedom and even faster joining, that
will make work on the construction site much
easier, thanks to the powerful 18V LiHd 4.0 Ah
battery pack.
“ZETA P2” CORDLESS
The cordless “Zeta P2” is the profile biscuit joiner
for even faster joints, suitable for use with “PSystem” connectors. It is used to create the formlocking “P-System” groove within seconds and is
even more flexible to use thanks to its battery drive.
The integrated vertical mechanical drive is automatically triggered at the maximum cutting depth
and performs a lateral cutter movement for the “PSystem” groove. Connectors with various functions
and different sizes can now be inserted into the
form-locking “P-System” groove without the need
for any tools.
“CLASSIC X” CORDLESS
“Classic X” is the original biscuit joiner from the inventor of the Lamello system for cutting the 4 mm
groove. The proven and well-designed “Classic X”
is fast and versatile in its use and the basis for the
wide range of connectors with fixed, self-clamping
and detachable solutions.
Precision in every component leads to perfect accuracy of the workpieces, and the battery drive
means even more flexible application. The multifunctional stop square allows perfect mitres by applying on the exterior surface and stabilizes the
machine in vertical position.
LAMELLO JOINS THE CORDLESS ALLIANCE
SYSTEM, (CAS)
Talking about cordless devices, Lamello announced
that this year the company becomes part of the
Cordless Alliance Systems (CAS), a cross-brand
battery pack alliance initiated by Metabo, the wellknown tool manufacturer. With this addition, the
CAS product range grows to 300 machines from 30
reputable manufacturers. “We are the alliance of
the best specialists. With Lamello we gain a powerful
brand and can further extend our range for wood
working”, says Henning Jansen, Metabo‘s ceo.

Not only cordless biscuit joiners: Lamello is showcasing new connectors. "Cabineo" is a one-part
connector for drilling or milling and is ideal for
connecting two bodies through pure surface machining. Machining can be done on any CNC machine either by milling or drilling, including basic
3-axis machines and nesting machines.
“CABINEO 8 M6”
In particular, in the “Cabineo” product range, we
can find “Cabineo 8 M6”, which is a one-piece
cabinet connector which can be used with all CNC
machines because only surface machining is required.
The connector is ideal when joining wood composites
with materials such as aluminum, steel or highpressure laminate (A laminated panel with a single
body made up of layers of cellulosic fibers impregnated with phenolic resins). After installing the connector in the board, the pre-assembled metric screw
is screwed into a threaded hole or a socket, using a
cordless drill. Cabineo impresses with its timesaving processing and assembly as well as the
high clamping force which leads to stable connections.
“P-SYSTEM”
Lamello’s “P-System” is an innovative and awardwinning joining system. Clemex, Tenso and Divario
connectors enable a level of flexibility, speed,
and simplicity in the entire design, production,
transportation, and assembly process. Assembly
and joint fixing use the "P-System" profiled milling.
Profiled milling can be done with modern cnc technology or, more simply, with the "Zeta P2" hand
milling machine.
“CLAMEX P-14 FLEXUS”
Clamex P-14 Flexus is a detachable connector,
anchored in the form-locking P-System groove
and it is firmly connected using a lever. It has all
the advantages of the “P-System”, but it introduces
a novelty: The flexible positioning pins allow the
assembly sequence to be even more stable and
effective. In fact, thanks to the compressible pins,
no rigid elements protrude from the joint. This innovation allows subsequent assembly of furniture
complements into existing elements without conditioning the sequence of assembly. n
lamello.it

One of the company’s
key goals is the production of tools with a long
operating life. This result
can only be achieved
with top quality raw materials, strict control during the production process, focused research to meet the user requirements, and machines with next-generation technology. These decisions have made Nordutensili a
key player in the production of bits.
The product portfolio consists of tools for wood,
wood-based materials, aluminum and plastics,
but not only: since 2005, Nordutensili has been
manufacturing sharpening machines that can resharpen bits used in the wood industry and cutters
for wood, plastics, aluminum and steel.
To meet the requirements of their customers, despite
a wide range of products in the catalog and a warehouse with thousands of items ready to be shipped
on the same day, Nordutensili relies on the expertise
of its engineers to produce tools and solutions with
ad-hoc dimensions and to recommend the most
suitable product for each process.
The feature that sets Nordutensili apart from its
competitors is the Teflon coating (a material with
high temperature and corrosion resistance from

Dupont), that minimizes the friction of the tool bits
during operation, extends the tool life and optimizes
chip extraction.
Among the latest additions to its rich catalog, Nordutensili has introduced the following items: "027
Laser Plus", "042 High Speed" and "043 High
Speed".
The integral Widia-Durox drill called “027 Laser
Plus” is suitable for machines with high rpm values
and high feed speed, leaving a smooth panel surface with no chipping while providing for easy
chip extraction.
The hinge bits “042 High Speed” with a total
length of 57 millimeters and the “043 High Speed”
with a total length of 70 millimeters reduce friction
resistance and offer excellent chip extraction when
used on high-speed machining centers; both tools
can be made of Widia and integral Widia, ensuring
excellent tool life. n
nordutensili.it

PRODUCTS

NEWS FROM ROBATECH IN 2021
No business interruption, no pause in innovation.
At Robatech, the year 2021 was profitable, not
only from an economic, but also from a technological
point of view.
In 2021, the Swiss specialist of adhesive application
solutions launched “Vision”, a new adhesive melter
boasting high energy efficiency.
“Vision” gently melts even demanding thermoplastic
hot-melt adhesives, maintains a constant adhesive
viscosity, and conveys hotmelt at a consistent
pressure to the application head. This increases
the reliability in high-precision adhesive applications,
which is particularly needed when gluing primary
packaging. “Vision is a completely new adhesive
melter that opens up a new dimension in gluing,”
explained Martin Spalinger, Director Strategic
Marketing & Innovation at Robatech.
Compared to the predecessor model “Concept”,
Vision requires 20% less energy, making progress
in terms of sustainability and energy saving.

FLEXIBILITY
“Vision” offers multiple option to packaging machinery manufacturers. The melter can be installed
lengthwise or crosswise: it is operated remotely or
via the optional
Touch Display,
which is mounted at the front
or side. The innovative 45-degree FlexPort
connection surface allows heated hoses to be
connected at
different angles to save space. This gives customers
the flexibility to position vision at the shortest
possible distance from the application heads.
“SMART TERMINAL”
A key feature of “Vision” is the “Smart Terminal”.
With this system, current operating and status information is displayed in changing colors via an
LED strip on the device. Even from a distance, the
operating personnel can recognize whether the
gluing process is running smoothly or whether, for
example, the adhesive needs to be refilled. Displays
of the current pump pressure, status codes, and
four function keys facilitate operation and rapid
intervention. n

robatech.com
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FAPIL: TOOLING FOR
CNC WORKING CENTERS
“Every man inscribes the mark of his nature into
life”. The story of Fapil (Fabbrica Attrezzature Per
l’Industria del Legno) is “a family matter”, the
Pesenti family. Since Francesco Pesenti established
the company in 1959, the passion for mechanical
technology has become the fil rouge, with the constant search for innovation as the key mission in
Zogno, near Bergamo. Today, sixty years later, the
continuous research for quality and the application
of modern construction techniques keep providing
Fapil customers with a wide range of tools and accessories suitable for any type of machining.
Specific designs are developed by Fapil based on
the product and the material type, adopting optimal
solutions thanks to the knowledge of processing
operations, accurate design, and the use of advanced manufacturing technology. In the 2000's,
Fapil also experimented new applications for its
tools, starting to product cutters for other industries
beyond wood: a family of tools for plastic processing,
and then for composites; cutters for modeling,
shipbuilding, aerospace, bio-energy and automotive,
combining the processing of diversified materials
with high durability, identifying optimal cutting
angles, and coating and finishing its own tools.
This innovative approach has always enabled the
Bergamo-based company to meet ever-changing
market requirements, thanks to a professional approach to the production of cutting tools, both
standard and special, with custom solutions

“OPERA 7”: HIGH TECH
SOLUTIONS FROM BIESSE

created for each type of material to be processed.
Tools and accessories result from 60 years of experience serving customers all around the world
to meet the most advanced requirements in cnc
operations, including the machining of models
(wooden models, foundry models, design models
etc.), sculptures, decorations, packaging and
more, with special surface coating solutions to
achieve longer life in specific market niches for
model construction and piece sampling. Solutions
for the production of pre-series and for series processing, to shape and mold wood, plastic, carbon,
fiberglass, aluminum and composites. n
fapil.it

CERTIFICATION

“HAND GUARD” BY ALTENDORF:
NEW SAFETY STANDARDS
“Hand Guard“, safety assistance system for sliding
table saws made by Altendorf, the German group
specialized in premium sliding table saws, is now
certified by the German Wood and Metal Trade
Association (BGHM) and redefines the safety standard for sliding table saws on the global market
with the German “GS” seal of tested safety. This
means that the up to 120 reportable accidents per
month in Germany in connection with sliding table
saws can be almost completely prevented.
“HAND GUARD”
“Hand Guard” is the world’s first and only safety
assistance system for sliding table saws to receive
the GS seal for tested safety. Along with thousands
of material, design and functional tests, the Trade
Association also defined the following conditions
for the certification: functionality with hand speeds
of up to 2 m/s (typical reflex- and slipping movement); performance level C (requirement, previously
placed on sliding table saws) and appropriate

hand detection reliability (oriented on the taxonomy
criteria for autonomous and AI systems).
“As a developer of premium sliding table saws, for
us it was especially important to conduct further research, to ultimately bring a safety system that would
almost entirely prevent accidents to the market.
We’re moving forward as pioneers with “Hand Guard”.
There is no comparable system, which also complies
with the conditions of this certification”, says Peter
Schwenk, Altendorf Group CEO.
THE COMPANY
The Altendorf group is a market leader in producing
premium sliding table saws. The company was
founded in 1906 and enjoys strong brand recognition around the globe. Its most successful product, the “F 45” sliding table saw, also known as
“The Altendorf”, is considered an international
synonym for the sliding table saw product category.
The latest innovation is the “Hand Guard” sliding
table saw, a globally unique
early recognition system with
two cameras that protects people, machine and material. The
Altendorf group has subsidiaries in Australia, China, India
and the USA and employs more
than 360 people around the
world. (f.i.) n

altendorfgroup.com

In the panel sanding and finishing business, the
evolution of the sector requires technologies designed to automate operations while preserving
high performance and quality. Biesse, the Pesaro-based group specializing in the production and
sale of woodworking machinery, has always devoted
great efforts in technological development to offer
automatic operations with the flexibility and sensitivity
of complex and virtuous manual operations.
The most important development in this respect is
the patented system “Viet High Performance”
with electronic pads and rollers that can operate
with high sensitivity. With this solution, the machine
can execute a very soft and accurate abrasive
action, adapting the pressure level to different
surface thicknesses.
“OPERA 7” FINISHING CENTER
Biesse is responding to market demands with
high-tech solutions that can be customized to
specific production requirements, offering manufactured items of high quality while preserving
high productivity.
These solutions include “Opera 7”, a finishing
center designed for large enterprises that enables
processing operations to be performed using highproductivity automatic production systems, ensuring
constant performance quality. To achieve quality
levels that exceed the market standards, the machine can be equipped with a wide range of
working aggregates.
HIGH-GLOSS PANEL FINISH
Finish and flatness reach optimal quality levels,
delivering a perfect end product to the customer
for subsequent finishing and polishing, thanks to
the option of combining working units such as the
superfinishing pad and cross units equipped with
electronic sectional pads featuring "Ipa" and "Hp"
low-pressure technology.
The electronic pad delivers high-quality finish
thanks to the electro-pneumatic segments operated
only on the panel surface. A wide range of adjustments offer specific features for different types
of operations.
Specifically, the dual pressure version (“Dipa” and
“Hp-Duo”) can operate with different pressure
levels in different areas of the same panel.
HIGH QUALITY FINISH
With the possibility to install vertical and longitudinal
brush units, "Opera 7" becomes a real modular
sanding and brushing center, executing complete
processing cycles on all kinds of products.
The configurations with longitudinal belt tools and
brushing units in the same machine offer a large
working area also for complex
parts.
The key features of the solution
presented by Biesse are strength
and reliability: the longitudinal
brush is fitted with a cross-sectional oscillation system to provide
a uniform finish quality for the
end piece, as well as with electronic interference adjustment managed from the control panel. The
abrasive strips can be replaced
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quickly and without the need to remove the unit
from the machine. 200-or-300-mm cross-section
abrasive brush.
The “X Spin” unit is an ideal solution to sand the
edges of painted panels, eliminating manual operations that lead to inconsistent finish and process
slowdown.
SANDING CENTER FOR HIGH-GLOSS
PANEL FINISHING
Finish and flatness reach optimal quality levels,
delivering a perfect end product to the customer
for subsequent finishing and polishing, thanks to
the option of combining working units such as the
superfinishing pad and cross units featuring "Hp"
and "Hp Duo" technology.
EXCELLENT CLEANING COMBINED
WITH COST EFFECTIVENESS
The panel cleaning brush can be fitted with bristles
of different materials to respond to the most
stringent cleaning requirements for processed panels. The anti-static bar eliminates electrostatic
charges on painted panels, while
the rotating blower, positioned
downstream of the machine, enables optimal cleaning of the panel
surface at the end of the sanding
cycle.
The linear blower is used to finish
cleaning the panel edges. Ideally,
it should be coupled with the rotating blower. n
biessegroup.com
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A "NEW COURSE" FOR ESSETRE
It's a habit for us to travel to Essetre in Thiene and
let us guide on a facttory tour by the company
founder Gianni Sella. After many years of regular
meetings, we can talk plain, talk about what's
happening, imagine what might happen next in
the wood and furniture machinery business. For
sure, our conservation gets deeper and more focused, full of satisfaction and thoughts, when Sella
talks about the machines around us, what he has
invented since the last time we met, what's his
greatest satisfaction, and how happy he is to see
his three children taking the helm of the company:
Andrea as engineering and operations manager;
Cristina as general manager, and Nicola as sales
and software development manager.

scared by the pandemic, is working at full
scale and helping us approach also the
Canadian market with an adequate portfolio and service. Continuous growth
is paying back for our clear and
"right" decisions, offering
machines that are
beautiful, smart,
useful, strong and
effective.
No one else can
offer a machine
portfolio for wood
constructions like
we do, about ten machines of different size to
process beams and walls, complementing
our "historical" solutions for five-axis machining of
worktops, panels and kitchen tops. Our machines
are strong, they do all it takes, empowered by
specific software developed in house that allows
to operate them at their best and very easily".

He tells us about competition, the more and more
critical role of technology, but inevitably he gets
back to the skill we have always admired in Gianni
Sella: his undisputed capacity to find a better solution. We immediately see an example as we approach a big machine, approximately forty meter
long, to process large construction elements,
where Sella has replaced the huge electric cabinet “The results are clear: our revenues have doubled
and kilometers of cable normally necessary to compared to 2020, our machines are shipped all
control the motors and drives of
over the world, and also Italy – with the Industry
such a giant machine with a num4.0 incentives – is giving much
ber of "small control units" distrisatisfaction”, says Cristina
buted along the machine. A simSella. “We have grown a
“Techno Multiwall”.
ple, straightforward, clean, even
lot and we had to “look into
cost-effective solution...
ourselves”, expand our
The machine is so big
premises, involve
that you immediately
“high professional
understand why the
skills” to support us
Essetre site, built just
on the journey we
few years ago, has
have decided to unbeen significantly
dertake and to stand
expanded.
close to our staff
of approxi“We scaled up from
ma4,700 to 9 thousand
square meters: it seems a lot, but we need
all of them”, says Gianni
Sella with his familiar smile.
“We build many machines,
and many of them are big, so space is essential.
We have also reorganized our production methods,
creating working islands where our most popular tely fifsolutions are manufactured, "smart" areas sur- ty emplorounded by the necessary spaces to store aggre- yees and ten
gates, parts and materials for each production external collaborators.
line.
The market is rewarding us, and for some of our To work more intensively
machines, such as “Techno Fast”, we had to set in many countries, you need
up series production: we are maintaining one of reference persons, a stronger and
our core skills, namely the capacity to customize widespread technical service, the caour solutions, but we had to introduce a more "in- pacity to keep up when business is running fast.
dustrial" work organization based on “lean pro- All these elements have forced us to renovate our
duction” principles. Also our popular “Techno organization, starting from the creation of a managing board that, while being built around our
PF” will soon be built on a dedicated lean line”.
family, clearly defines the tasks and responsibilities
“We are also getting satisfaction in other areas”, of each member, so that we can be fast, dynamic
adds Gianni Sella. “The subsidiary we opened in and flexible in identifying and developing our key
Charlotte, United States, in 2020, without being strengths to keep improving”.

“Techno Fast”.

Such changes requires specific expertise and
experience also in management. Hence the decision, two years ago, to involve Giuseppe Gherardi,
an expert manager in the wood and furniture technology business, who is supporting the "skin
change" of Essetre.
“Such a positive season can be driven only by several factors”, says Giuseppe Gherardi. “First of
all, the quality of machines and technologies
“made in Essetre”, designed to offer high performance and give the best to our users, while
being engineered to be built rationally. Machines
like “Techno Fast” are rational and with few variants,
but still adapted to the needs of each customer,
solutions that combine construction synergies with
market success… in other words, competitive products that offer top performance to customers,
and are easy to produce compared to our competitors, who must design special tailor-made solutions to achieve the same performance.
The second success factor is a commercial “freshness” that enables us to approach everyone
with concepts and tools created to be convincing
when we present our machines.
The third factor is the approach to marketing
activities, unusual in companies of this
size: an approach that communicates our values in a balanced way, always finding the right mix of
values including tradition, company history
and ability to transfer
the "innovative ingenuity" that distinguishes our machines".
This adds up to the current positive trend
of wood constructions...
“Yes, definitely: sixteen years ago, the Sella family
made a long-sighted bet on this sector and created
a story and a reputation that are now giving results.
Also in this case, I would emphasize Essetre's peculiar mix of business intuition, technological and
technical foundations, investments and implementation speed, as the delay between decision and
action is really short!
As evidence of this, lean production criteria are
now predominant, our production area has doubles,
we invest in the continuous renewal of machines
and components, as well as in foreign subsidiaries,
onboarding innovative people and IT tools that
improve our service operations to such an extent
that each and every contact with the customer is
really rational and error-proof".
“All of this while preserving an essential value –

Nicola, Andrea, Cristina e Gianni Sella.
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adds Cristina Sella – that is, respect for each
other, for our customers and our employees, much
stronger and deeper than a conventional working
relationship. We believe in personal relations, we
know that people always make a difference and
find solutions and meeting points. We have a story
that tells about our company and our capacity to
set reasonable goals: as a result, we are positive
and proactive, because we stand firmly with our
feet on the ground and we know where we can go".
“Last autumn, we prepared a five-year business
plan, which is really unusual for our type of
business: we had to do it, because the energy
that drives Essetre is so powerful that we need to
think about long-term targets. In the meantime,
the pandemic has ended - hopefully forever - and
a war has broken out, so one could decide to discard the entire project. But no, we discussed
every day to adapt our plans and drive our ideas
and projects towards significant goals, keeping a
very positive vision.
And then, plans are made to be changed, otherwise
you cannot find the strength and the courage to go
anywhere! In 2020, our revenues were just above
9 million euro; we closed 2021 at 16.5 million, with
an order book above 22 million for 2022 and a real
opportunity to reach 25 million in 2023.
Sure, we have to face a scenario that is causing
some worries, but Essetre has chosen to combine
ingenuity and great technical skills with other
values, other commitments, other skills, so that
we can generate even more value for a long time.
Do you want another example? Essetre is not a
big company, but we have innovated a lot and
protected our innovation with patents, with a longsighted vision and awareness of our potential that
are strong pillars to build a strong business".
“And then the future unfolds before you, you
don't need to look for it”, concludes Gianni Sella
with one of his smiles. "It comes with our customers,
it is created by our interaction with them. Every
time, it is a challenge, but we have been working
like that for fifty years and we are used to carry
on, to do all it takes, to do what must be done...".
by Luca Rossetti n

essetre.com
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CHANGING PERSPECTIVE

CURSAL: A NEW COMPLETE CUTTING LINE FOR THE GLF GROUP
A cooperation that has bridged all distances, with
a final outcome that is the result of competence,
attention, and that, in the next period, will give life
to new installations. Glf, a Swedish company specializing in packaging and crates, operating throughout Europe, and Cursal, a Treviso-based specialist in cutting machines and woodworking equipment since 1977. They were mutually struck, if
you allow this expression, a couple of years ago,
during the last edition of Ligna.
“We had the first contact with Glf at the latest
Ligna", said Consuelo Curtolo, manager of Cursal.
“The initial contact at the stand was followed by
more meetings, in which their strong interest was
revealed, not only for our cutting lines, but also for
our automatic loading and unloading systems.
Later on, Glf joined us in Italy, we sat down to understand their needs and, in a few weeks, we
signed the contract. The negotiation was managed
by our colleague Samuele Curtolo, technician
and sales manager of Cursal, who defined the
plant in detail. When the order was ready, we
invited Mr. Johan Wester for the preliminary test
of the line in our factory. It is always a pleasure to
see satisfaction in the eyes of customers!”
How long did it take you to install the line?
“We designed and built the line in few months; in
August 2020 the plant was completed and commissioned in Sweden within a week. These are
complex systems both for construction and for
software, especially when we are asked for customization as in this case. Our tests last several
days, and the plant is accurately analyzed by
qualified personnel. This plant gave us great satisfaction, especially because, after more than a
year and a half, there have never been problems
that have questioned the functionality of the line.
Suffice it to say that not even a second set-up trip
was necessary. Glf really found a reliable partner,
able to meet their needs. And I must say that the
satisfaction was mutual! Our technicians were enthusiastic about the Swedish company and the

possibility to collaborate with the team. We are
currently working with the GLF group for a second
plant. And let's face it: when a customer comes to
you for the second time, it means that the work
you have done has not only been appreciated,
but it has proved to live up to every expectation”.
What were Glf's needs and what were the advantages of the line you supplied to Glf?
“The needs of the Swedish company were clear:
they needed a cutting line that was able to produce
between 12 thousand and 15 thousand cubic
meters of pallets/crates per year. Secondly, they
wanted to reduce labor: hence the firm intention
to equip the electronic cutting machine with automatic loader and unloader. And let's be honest:
in recent years, the trend to reduce labor, replacing
it with machinery that manages the cycle independently, is a global trend. Companies demand
and need to optimize processes, in the face of
an increasingly unobtainable and expensive workforce. With this new line – she continued – both
costs and times can be optimized, given that all
"repetitive" actions, such as loading and unloading
for example, are taken over by the machine,
limiting human intervention and eliminating machine
downtime. In this way the operator does not need
to do anything but manage the cycle through the
cnc/plc, the heavy work will be done entirely by
the machinery. This system features a synchronized
action of three elements: the high-performance
"Trsi 8000", an optimizing saw with integrated
pneumatic lift pusher for cutting boards in packs,
which is fed by a suction cup loader with three vacuum units and is unloaded by a gripper stacker
with two numerical control arms. This system guarantees fast cycle time and precision, as well as
greater safety for workers acting outside the fence
and optical barrier protection system. This trend
towards automation, to an ever-decreasing use of
"manual" operations, has been growing over the
past five years, a sign of the times that change rapidly, with a key role played by incentives and facilitations for industry 4.0".

Johan Wester, Samuele Curtolo and Consuelo Curtolo.

It's hard to find materials, as well as to travel. How
have you dealt with this complicated two-year period?
“We cannot say that it was easy, especially when
it was necessary to organize non-stop multiple installations of plants abroad and, initially, regulatory
confusion reigned in every country. However, we
were able to make up for it, thanks to the valuable
support of our customers/retailers, who helped us
manage the bureaucracy and logistics, travel and
transport, and the legal paperwork. This period,
on the other hand, has also taught us how good
we are at selling through video calls, right? As I
said, it was not easy, but with optimism and determination we have managed”.
…and what about materials?
“We have slightly expanded our warehouse, so
that we are always stocked and ready for any
event. In addition, we have also expanded our

What was 2021 like?
“Sales were more than excellent month after month,
and we also laid the foundations for the coming
years, given that we have a full order book also for
2022, with deliveries already scheduled in the
long term. Of course, like other companies, we
too have found ourselves facing several problems
dictated by the pandemic, first of all the difficulty
in finding materials in a short time”.
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staff, given the large amount of work and the tight
deadlines. We don't want to be taken by surprise:
we are ready for any challenge”.
And what do you expect in 2022?
“Having a busy schedule with deliveries already
pre-established – continued Consuelo Curtolo – is
certainly an advantage at an organizational level,
given that we know well in advance what to work
on, but obviously it forces us to keep up the pace
high. In conclusion, we can say that 2021, for
Cursal, has been a challenging year on several
fronts, but positive: we worked very well as a team,
we asked a lot of our staff, but with the results we
have obtained, we can look at the future with great
enthusiasm and strong confidence in our resources”.
by Francesco Inverso n

cursal.com
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LICOM SYSTEMS TURNS THIRTY
Marco Silva and Giovanni Pichioldi began to deal
with software, programming and IT in 1987, but
they decided to start their own business five years
later, in 1992. They came from mechanical engineering, where IT applied to machine tools was
an established practice. After a couple of years,
they realized that the same concept, the same
tools could be leveraged also in the
wood industry, where numerical control machining centers had become
popular. That's how the story of Licom
Systems began.
“We were born in Piedmont, so we
Marco Silva.
never bite off more than we can chew,"
says Marco Silva, as we meet him in
the Bollengo site, a few kilometers off Ivrea. “We
have been growing and expanding our markets
step by step, since we got in touch with Licom Systems Ltd. and started to import their “Alphacam”
software into our country. That was the start of a
wonderful adventure that is still continuing today, a
collaboration with a big group that has increased
our confidence, enabling us to be the first to offer
dedicated software for the wood industry, where
nothing similar existed to replace the difficult Iso
programming. We worked hard, learning terminology
and processes, discussing with the leading Italian
machinery manufacturers, who believed in us and
helped us expand our business.
In those years, “Alphacam” was not so popular
around the world: only a Swiss company was promoting it in their country, and we were the second
distribution partner for Licom System, now acquired
by Hexagon.
I can say that Giovanni Pichioldi and I were the
first to develop the big potential of this cad-cam
solution in wood and wood-based material applications. I remember that we participated in Interbimall in 1968, the exhibition that now is called
Xylexpo. Everyone looked at us as if we were Martians: we were the only ones presenting software
among thousands of machines, tools and equipment. Being first probably helped us, and in the
next decade we saw a massive increase in interest,
revenues and customer portfolio. The "word of
mouth" is one of the keys of our success. Our
users were satisfied not only with the product, but
most of all with a team of qualified people that we
had created to offer training, technical support,
ad-hoc implementations.
The introduction of five-axis machines in the late
Nineties was a turning point for us, because the
demand of sophisticated programming systems
for 3D processing opened new opportunities. And
it was equally important, in 2010, going beyond
the complexities of solid wood machining to approach panel processing, which we had overlooked
for some time.
A new phase began for “Alphacam”, taking us
into the business of doors, furniture and boat furniture: out of 4 million revenues, one half currently
comes from wood and panels in equal parts; the
remaining 50 percent is in the plastic, stone and
mechanical engineering industries”.

processes, integration between 3D Cad and Erp
(Enterprise resource planning), to set up a production process with machines of different brand
that must talk to each other. In recent years, we
have got much satisfaction from our capacity to
integrate software and existing systems, simplifying
the management of production processes: our
“Gpa-Gestione produzione automatizzata” is an innovative software environment that can coordinate all the
functions inside a company. With the
great experience we have acquired
over thirty years and the high flexibility
of “Alphacam”, we can now provide
customers with the most suitable solution, for metal, wood, plastics, glass,
aluminum...”.
Let's talk about customization.
"It's always been one of our aces in the hole: we
have never offered “Alphacam” as a “closed package”, in our team we have engineers who work
to add value to our platform.
Such commitment has been recognized by our
mother company, which has introduced the “Automation Manager” package as a standard module
for “Alphacam”, more and more popular all over
the world. We are engaged to implement this software also outside Italy, in view of our experience
in “customization”.
We are recognized as specialists in the specific
process to turn a complex digital platform into a
specific software for a specific production scenario.
Very often, OEMs rely on us to interface machines
that cut, edge, drill, dispense glue or insert components. The complexity of our job comes from
the need to create "integrated factories", with one
continuous and consistent flow from order input to
final delivery, governing
everything from data for machining centers to the
cutting bills for panel saws, from orders and
material management in warehouses to the robots
that handle the parts".

The alphacam team at work: The "Alphacam" team.

Will this "automated factory" involve all stakeholders?
“In Italy, there are still many small organizations
with a strong handicraft legacy, but the trend to automate the production process is gaining momentum.
In other countries, this transition is moving faster,
and we have to face the scarcity of engineers and
employees adequately trained to use these new
tools. We have always focused on this issue through
our foundation, organizing courses and seminars:
in recent years, also due to the pandemic, we have
expanded our e-learning platform “e-Talents”,
which is accessible for free to all our customers. We
have never stopped collaborating with schools,
education and training institutes all over Italy, offering
our software and our expertise for free, as we
consider this a big investment in the future of our
business and the entire industry, seizing each opportunity to collaborate with Italian universities".

Interbimall 1998.

Xylexpo 2018.

Mr Silva, can you explain how a software package
is born?
“It's not easy to answer. Based on my experience
as an engineer who started to work in this sector
23 years ago, I would say that, ultimately, software
is created to solve a problem. In 1985, for
instance, we had to simplify the use of machining
centers, which could no longer be restricted to
automotive or aerospace, operated by ultra-skilled
engineers. I think this is the core idea, "democratizing" a certain type of knowledge, offering the
possibility to use powerful technology more easily:
this has led to the development of cad-cam systems
and platforms to take an idea from the initial sketch
to the final product.
That's what happened with “Alphacam”, collecting
market feedback and new requirements, and working
day by day to develop a useful tool that can give
more and more complex answers with great ease.
We still have to work hard to get into the more "traditional" companies and to transfer the potential of
these tools, although – as already mentioned – “software” is now ubiquitous, used by individuals and
big industrials, thanks to scalable solutions or modular
versions that can be tailored to the needs of each

Your business is still rooted in wood...
“Sure, although a few manufacturers have created
their own software, we still collaborate with them
for specific projects, often related to automation
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user. And we should never forget that people make
the difference, people govern change, people can
adapt a complex, powerful and versatile digital
platform to unique needs. This is the work done by
Licom System in the past thirty years, and we will
continue to do that with the twenty people working in
our headquarters in Bollengo, in the Gaiarine site
near Treviso and in Aversa near Caserta".
What about the future?
“We will grow, that's the mission of any company,
while improving our product”, concludes Marco
Silva with a smile. “In the next few years, “Alphacam”
will remain our key strength, but we are also focusing
on vertical solutions, leveraging the integration with
management, 3D cad and Erp systems mentioned
before. Another development is related to automation and robotics, where we have undertaken projects with articulated and pick-and-place robots,
and machine tending, a widespread application to
which we will devote significant resources.
It's hard to see further than five-six years: software
follows market developments and the needs of industry players. The current key topics are ease of
use and automation: these are the global trends
right now, not only for production systems.
Together with the subsidiaries of Hexagon Group,
we are working at a new interface, even more advanced and simple, that will be probably implemented into our software in 2023. We are also
committed to streamline several controls, making
the system easier to use for everyone, with a touch
screen and icons that will bring mechatronics closer
and closer to the daily interaction with any device,
from household appliances to smartphones.
And also, users expect a further simplification of
cad tools, to draw with fewer clicks and fully
support creativity, ingenuity and intuition.
More generally, I can say we are optimistic: “software”, a concept that will include more and more
contents, will be increasingly important and present
in all human activities”.
by Luca Rossetti n

alphacam.com
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TWT TOOLS, THE SOLUTION FOR THE WINDOW INDUSTRY
“The story of TWT is deeply rooted in the window
industry, that's always been our vocation”, says
Filippo Pellitteri, managing director of the Rovereto-based company. “We have always believed
in specialization, in the necessity to identify a
specific scope of action if you want to achieve
certain results through constant commitment to
research and innovation, from materials to cutting
profiles, up to fastening systems or coatings using
advanced materials and processes”.

and tools have evolved together. We have made
progress hand in hand with glulam timber, which
has really opened up new doors in this segment”.

What about architects?
“They are key players: they spur all of us to seek
new directions, to try new solutions. Materials, tool
manufacturer, technology vendor and window manufacturer work together to find the solution that
designers are looking for. Sometimes you change
one of the factors, maybe you replace wood with
One third of the employees work in the engineering metal, which allows to develop specific solutions.
department, an inevitable choice when
We also work with these materials,
quality is the result of a project and
we offer tools not only for the woodproduction is not limited to standard
working industry, acquiring experience
products, but the company is ready
that improves our skills, reveals new
to provide each customer with the
points of view that we try to apply to
desired tool.
wood.
“Tailor-made tools are a current chalThere are many factors involved: just
Filippo Pellitteri.
lenge, as each joiner wants a tool
think of glazing, how thicker they
that distinguishes his work, a profile
have become to achieve certain levels
that differentiates him from his competitors. A of insulating capacity. We have to handle very
challenge we are actively involved in, as in the heavy window panes, which in turn have an impact
window industry, the tool defines the final result, on hardware, which must bear much higher loads
much more than for other products.
than in the past".
Then, each country has its own features: abroad,
unlike in Italy, customer ask for specific products, Can we talk of "Italian quality" in window tools?
defined by a project, by an idea of the window “Yes, definitely: the world recognizes the value of
maker itself. In Italy, the guiding element is the the Italian offer of tools, and the success of our
overall project, the tight combination between the German subsidiary proves this every day. TWT
tool and the finished window".
and other companies like us have proved what
we can do, we have found "a place in the sun", we
Are you saying that the tool is the ultimate driver? have gained the trust of the most demanding win“In Italy, we work in close partnership with joiners dow manufacturers or those who need to maintain
to identify a tool that can help them create the very high production rates.
project they have imagined, while from abroad we Facts speak for themselves: we give accurate,
receive the executive drawings of the tools and correct and motivated answers, and most of all
earnest: we make no compromise, we don't tell
we make them to order.
All of this, of course, while sticking to the technical amazing stories to sell, we offer a serious approach,
and dimensional requirements prescribed by the the commitment of our engineering department to
standards that regulate the industry and guarantee evaluate all the elements and find the right answer
the compliance with air, water and wind tightness. in a specific context. And we do that quickly, proOur task is to work with the customer to develop a viding data and demonstrations to support the
tool that can generate a specific design, as this is quality of our products, first-class after-sales
a competitive factor, too.
service, continuous support.
After this initial phase, we must focus on the ma- We make research on materials that allow us to
chines, on the technology where our tools will ope- design even more complex and bigger tools, which
rate, aiming at the best possible match: the final can be installed on working centers or machines
item will be exactly what we want to achieve, but with higher feed speed and rotation speed, always
geometries, spaces and positioning must be defined ensuring the best possible finishing quality.
from scratch, for each customer, every time!".
We start from the raw material, from the metal we
cut, shape, sharpen and coat to achieve geometries
So, you are like tailors who take a dress and that streamline the extraction of chips, avoid overadjust every detail.
heating, distribute the stress to ensure a "balanced"
“Yes, and at the same time we comply with the operation of all machine parts.
features, cycles and speed of each machine.
But let me tell you that we are not stopping here:
This is our strength, the service we are offering to together with our customers, we analyze the wood
our customers who feel "protected", who know we species they want to process, starting from the
stand close to them and we don't just sell them a applicable standards in the destination countries".
product, we want to deliver reliable results".
There seems to be no end...
“This is possible thanks to fifty years of experience "Sometimes, we even feel like the list of elements to
with different brands in this industry”, Pellitteri be considered is endless. Maybe that's why we
adds. “It's been a continuous, relentless development that has followed the evolution of tastes, performance and functionality of windows, such as
the transition from thick frames to larger glazing,
where the wooden elements are "bigger" but deeper,
to the benefit of glazing, and consequently, of the
light that can pass through into the room.
These changes have been enabled by machines
and working centers with peculiar clamping systems,
which means that we have to take part in the innovation of the machinery industry as well. If now you
can have a “minimal” window, with less conspicuous wooden elements, that's because machinery

collaborate with the most advanced companies,
those that choose total quality, that have a scientific
approach to window production, that pay attention
to the smallest detail, up to the final installation.
In these months, we are developing a new series of
tools called “Laser HP - High Performance” for
machines reaching very high speed rates that
require fastening systems offering a certain level of
guarantee. We are completing the final tests and
the results are really extraordinary, with peripheral
speeds 1.5 times higher than expected and feed
speeds up to 25 meters per minute; these values
are essential when – given the same final quality you need to reach high production volumes.
We are working at a new concept of woodaluminum “minimalist window” that we will launch

at the next Xylexpo and we are sure it will arouse
much interest; it's a project we have developed
with valuable partners, such as Roverplastic for
the seals and Aeroprofili for the aluminum profiles.
So, you are totally right: there is no end, and
despite windows have been manufactured for two
thousand years, we keep challenging ourselves!
Fortunately, we are a great team and we have resources and people to do more, further expanding
our capacity to run unattended operations, in a
factory with the highest possible automation level
that gives accurate answers to as many customers
as possible".

CO
OST CUTTING
MACHINES

salvadormachiness.com
Unattended operation during a night shift
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SIEMENS FOR THE WOODWORKING INDUSTRY
With the motto “Infinite possibilities for wood machinery”, Siemens is reaffirming its front-stage
role also in the woodworking industry, pursuing
one main goal: collect the requirements of machinery
manufacturers and offer the most effective solutions.
Solutions are the core of an innovative vision where
the customer is the centerpiece of the project and
is supported by Siemens across the entire cycle,
from initial development to commissioning.
An end-to-end approach - not focused on technology itself, but on its purpose, to offer transformative
enhancements to end customers - allows to integrate all automation components. Drive, control,
communication and safety: from numerical control
machines up to the management of entire production lines, each solution is designed to meet
the distinctive requirements of each application.
AUTOMATION AND MOTION CONTROL
SOLUTIONS
For automation, Siemens offers scalable and
flexible architecture that, while keeping the same
field devices, such as drives and peripherals,
adopt the most suitable controller for the final application. From the Simatic “Plc S7-1500T” to the
“Sinumerik” numerical control units, the motion
control portfolio is complemented with the libraries

that support a streamlined management of kinematic
elements, with the possibility to use G-Code on all
devices. Fail-safe functionalities are natively integrated across the entire portfolio, allowing to
reduce development costs and time. At the same
time, the compatibility with drives of any range
(S210, S120 and V90) and the use of the “Profinet”
protocol allow to adapt the motion control features
to the most varied application requirements, in
line with the concept of infinite possibilities.
DIGITALIZATION SOLUTIONS
Focused on the most innovative trends, Siemens
offers a range of hardware-independent products
that allow to finalize the development of a machine
even before it is built. Using virtualization and simulation software, you can slash commissioning
time and react promptly to possible design errors.
In the Plc space, the “S7PLCSim-Advanced” simulator, combined with the “Simit” platform and
the cad software “Nx”, makes up a full suite to
create the digital twin of the machine. Also the
“Sinumerik” portfolio revolves around the concept
of digitalization: the new “Sinumerik One” controllers
offer hardware virtualization features, further narrowing the gap between real and simulated axis
motion control.
IIOT (INDUSTRIAL INTERNET OF THINGS)
SOLUTIONS
The management of data collected from the field
and the cloud environments for storage and
analysis may sound difficult and hardly pragmatic.
However, the direction of modern industry is clear
and these topics are critical for any project. For
this reason, Siemens is also offering consulting
services to share and promote the IIOT culture
and to get the best from these technologies. The
catalog offers specific hardware and software to
collect and process information from the machines
(Edge Computing), as well as to manage the
cloud ecosystem “MindSphere” through dedicated

apps and convenient development tools. Applying
the highest security standards, Siemens guarantees
the reliability of its systems, consequently increasing
the protection of customers.
DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS
For many years now, Siemens has been offering
the integrated environment “Tia Portal” as a
unified development tool. One software solution
encompasses the entire management of a system,
no matter how complex. Starting from Plc and
Safety programming, through the management
of field devices and drive, up to Hmi interfaces,
the “Tia Portal” is the fil rouge that links all the
construction stages of a machine. Furthermore,
“Tia Portal” provides for an effective management
of working groups, users and code protection, all
key topics for Oems.
MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS
Siemens' solutions software provide companies
with the necessary tools to optimize the production
capacity and to improve the performance of the
entire system. Using platforms like “Plant Simulation”, you can analyze the flow of materials and
monitor the usage of resources, defining plants
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and structures before their commissioning. Energy
consumption, bottlenecks and logistics are just a
few aspects that can be explored through the simulation and modelling of the processes involved.
So, the same virtual commissioning approach
adopted for individual machines can be scaled
up to entire plants.
EXPERIENCE SOLUTIONS
The relationship between supplier and customer is
based on trust and substance. Siemens has a
deep knowledge of the wood industry and knows
how important it is to cultivate these values. For
this purpose, the company offers access to the technology and demo center Dex in Piacenza. The
Digital EXperience Center, a real smart factory
duly equipped and actionable, allows to experience
the implementation of each solution in first-persion
view. Equipped with machines that span multiple
application segments, the DEX is a real example
of digital factory, where the traditional management
of production machines is supplemented by the
power of IIOT solutions. The center can be visited
throughout the year by appointment. n
new.siemens.com
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“Maestro Active”.

“Maestro easyFlow”.

A SNAPSHOT OF SCM GROUP’S INTEGRATED DIGITAL VISION
The loop has closed, for whatever that means
when you are talking about a process that goes
through continuous technological, cultural and organization changes, such as digital transformation
in the manufacturing space.
In recent years, we have seen the development,
expansion and consolidation of the “Maestro” platform by SCM, a family of software and digital tools
designed to support the customer throughout the
production process. Among these, besides the
new MES (manufacturing execution system) “Maestro easyFlow” that puts the most advanced production management systems at the fingertips of
many operators, there are also the digital services
enabled by the connectivity platform of the “Maestro
connect” machine, such as “Maestro smartech”
for remote support.
We will talk about it later, as well as the news products recently presented by SCM, such as “Thundercut”, the app that makes the operation of a
disk saw very similar to a powerful panel saw.
News also in the software arena: “Maestro power
TMS” for optimized tool programming on machining
centers, and “Maestro beam&wall”, where SCM
is investing massively to increase capacity and
functionality in a sector (wood constructions) where
the demand for design and simulation cad-cam
software to avoid costly errors is huge.
By the end of the year, more news will be presented
officially: first of all, “Maestro opti wise”, the new
cutting optimizer for single-blade and angular
panel saws.
More news includes the “eye-S” touch control panel

“Maestro Connect”.

The new app “Thundercut”.

applied to “dmc-sd” sanding machines, the circular
saws and the routers for handicraft joinery in the
“L’invincibile” and “Class” families, a new control
panel to improve machine performance, while simplifying its operation and the user experience
through a captivating design, and a brand new
“Hmi” (Human machine interface) in line with the
interface adopted for the “Maestro active” group.
Another highlight is the participation of the Riminibased giant to the rising European platform “Woodworking made izy”, which involves all the major
manufacturers committed to defining a common
language for their technology, aiming at the full integration of the machines of customers.
There are so many irons in the fire that we sought
help to understand the tons of opportunities behind
each application, but most of all the principles,
the guidelines that the group is following and implementing in this exciting season. So, in Rimini
we met Manuela Andreani, Software Product Manager, and Sergio Castro, Digital Services Product
Manager, coming to Rimini from SCM North America
to promote an even more international vision, the
development of digital services applied to woodworking technology.
A NEW APPROACH
“Integrated, scalable and intelligent solutions:
this is our vision. We want to provide integrated
machinery, software and service systems, increasingly tailored to customer requirements. Simple,
interconnected, scalable, smarter and smarter systems,” Manuela Andreani
said.
“This means creating value for
the customer, starting from the
machinery purchase and continuing with support and services which, day after day,
define the user experience
and reaffirm the value of choosing SCM. We started off with
vertical specialization in process software, specific for each
technolog and wood operation,
and then we grew and looked
at the process with a crosswise
and integrated approach: today, we can combine cadcam systems, technology simulators and process optimizers, with control software
for the entire supply chain embracing several machines, integrating different technologies
and software for the office and
factory. We don’t look at the
machine only, which remains
the core piece, but at the entire
process, from concept to finished product, so that we can
significantly cut cycle time.”
“Complexity is increasingly
entrusted to automation and
software: for instance, while
until few years ago you had to
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

write lines of code to execute a certain operation,
and it required expertise and specific training,
now you just have to draw what you want to
achieve. This drawing will be turned automatically
into a machine program, to process the part in the
shortest time and with the best possible result”,
Andreani added. “After that, the operator only needs to place the material onto the worktable and
start production, interacting with the machine
through touch control panels, and easy and intuitive
interfaces”.

more and more knowledge easily: think about
remote support with augmented reality with “Maestro
Smartech”, which opportunities it offers and how
many new services we are developing…”.

LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE
“In this landscape, the joiner, the craftsman remains
the “genius”, the “artist”, who orchestrates the
operations and is able to create and transform the
material in a unique and exclusive way”, Manuela
Andreani said. “We want to add value to a customer who represents the core of our vision, to
“DIGITAL SERVICE”
whom we offer not just a machine, but a smart so“Reducing complexity is the purpose of our digital lution, integrated within his factory.
services”, Sergio Castro said. “Via the “Maestro We are also focused on creating easy-to-deploy
Connect” platform, we set up a continuous relationsolutions, recognizing the strong traditions and
ship with our users, who can connect their machines values of this industry, and knowing that its actors
to our headquarters and have access to a wide expect an easy, simple and supported offer.
range of services, to get more and more, from moWith “Maestro easyFlow”, one of our latest innonitoring to maintenance, from support ticket opening vations, we offer a scalable “mes”, a software that
manages production in
to performance analysis,
its entirety, accessible
and much more. Data
to many more operaand insights are collected
tors, not limited to big
into a new app that allows
companies with high
to manage everything
production volumes.
from a smartphone, getWe offer the possibility
ting access to a huge lito look into your factory,
brary of services.
your workshop, with a
For all we do, the impetool that, for instance,
rative is reducing comcan plan and execute
plexity, turning as many
an order on different
operations as possible
Sergio Castro and Manuela Andreani.
machines based on
into simple, everyday getheir capacity or the
stures, as easy as ordering a pizza or making a reservation for a theater lead times, a solution that can “distribute” programs
show. These digital tools can help attract young to the machines and then collect data to monitor
people into wood-related jobs, into an industry the progress of the order.
that is quickly emerging from a tradition that seemed The name “easyFlow” means an easy, “plug&play”,
accessible software, also with limited investments,
to be unchangeable until just ten years ago.”
that can represent the first step of a process to in“Implementing technologies in the digital sphere, tegrate the office with the factory, with the same
whether it’s dedicated software or digital services, principles and potential of “mes” solutions found
allows to “repurpose” the skills of an operator to in big lines and factories.
tasks with higher added value – Manuela Andreani With this product, SCM has decided to support
said – from the optimization of production cycles the digital transformation of woodworking facto the improvement of material flows in the factory, tories, with a focus on training and the creation of
up to the possibility to focus on data analytics and the necessary skills to learn and implement a new
insights, that will allow to monitor and report the way of producing. This vision and the process
cycle time and consequently the production costs”. control overall is accessible to everyone.
This is an area where the incentives related to “In“My daily experience shows that we are on the dustry 4.0” have allowed to “push hard”.
right way – Sergio Castro added – and the number
of people excited for this experience is growing exIt sounds easy…
ponentially. Customers immediately realize the re“…and it is, if you start well”, Manuela Andreani
levance of these new digital tools that offer greater concluded. “Especially for those who use woodcontrol on the machine and the job they are doing. working machinery and can now rely on technology
This means receiving many inputs and new hints partners who can support them in the long term.
to imagine different and better features for each Partners like SCM, providing not only “tools”, but
process phase, just like for enterprise management products and services that bring them closer, step
systems. We have built a network with customers by step, to a real automated and digital factory.
and our software and product specialists to support And we are committed to new frontiers of innothis approach: all our customers, whatever the vation: integrated systems that will become intellisize of their company, want tools to make their gent, machines that acquire learning capacity and
work easier and more digital, to interact with us, to can adjust themselves… what now seems science
identify predictive maintenance operations and to fiction will become everyday business…”.
by Luca Rossetti n
request a spare part.
We are in the middle of a cultural change that will
drive us all, through continuous exchange, to share
scmwood.com
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STEMA MOVES OUT AND KEEPS GROWING!
Stema was born from the leading brands of furniture
“Another important decision – Citterio continues –
machinery in Brianza, now part of big Italian groups.
was to develop software in house, to take care of
Those high-tech factories at the heart of the Brianza
programming our machines, so that we can control
furniture district were the "training gym" of Enrico
every single step, every movement, to achieve perCitterio and Eugenio Ciccardi, two complementary
fectly optimized working cycles. In this way, we are
persons, an engineer and a salesman. Their frienalso sure we have all details under control, which
dship soon led to the decision to start their own
means that the operator can identify any issue and
business, to devote their work to their own company.
take immediate action, so as to solve the problem
An almost inevitable choice, in view of the changing
and restart the line as quickly as possible. This is
situations of the company where they worked and
our target, a focus and a philosophy that – to
increasing requests of "involving" services. “Offering
different extents – are common to all our machines,
service, visiting companies to solve any issue was
from the drilling-inserting machine for handicraft
our mission, and we soon realized that we could
cabinet makers to the biggest lines that make thougo further, suggest small or big changes to make
sands of items per shift. With this knowledge and
the machines even faster, more accurate and more
expertise, we can integrate our machines into any
effective”, Enrico Citterio says.
platform or layout, bringing management information
“We started with small jobs, as it always
"onboard" through an intuitive interface
happens, repairs, upgrades, modificaand the level of customization requested
tions to operating units, until we made
by the customer to consider the solution
the first machine with our own brand,
we offer "his own".
in 2009, ten years since Stema's foundation. However, I use to say that we
New space for new adventures?
Enrico Citterio.
have remained the same, we still think
“We must keep experimenting, put
the most important things is to follow
questions, so that we can keep "testing".
the customer, and that the opportunities to grow
We have devised a few ideas for windows, some
together and work with mutual benefits exist also
thirty machines every year for operations on wooden
and most of all after the initial sale".
doors and windows, but I will not neglect that we
are still fond of drilling and inserting.
And now you have this new big factory...
That's where we can give the best of our story, of
“We have grown, we have started to build bigger
our experience. It's an area where we also service
machines and now we make complete production
our machines and equipment from competitive
lines that need more space, as we do not ship
brands that we have modified, some of them have
anything without first assembling and testing, to
been running for more than thirty years, but we will
make sure that, once installed at the customer,
not abandon them!
everything runs smoothly”.
It's an area where we have organized a mounting
system that is much more efficient than in the
The 3 thousand square meters of the new Brenna
past, essential to install and test even the biggest
site currently host some forty employees, geneand most complex lines. We cannot do otherwise:
rating approximately 10-million-euro revenues,
kitchen furniture and cabinet makers are 90 percent
mostly with the “big names” of Italian furniture.
of our customers and they make complex products,
Italy accounts for 75 percent of revenues and abwith increasing customization requests that translate
sorbs all the resources of the company. “The ininto endless variations of drilling patterns, and we
centives of recent years have boosted the demand
must solve everything in "batch one" and in a very
of plants”, Citterio continues. “Many kitchen mashort time".
nufacturers have decided to upgrade their drilling
and inserting plants, which have always been a
“Every manufacturer has priorities, which means
bottleneck in furniture production; their demand
that each machine is unique, an ad-hoc solution,
has absorbed all our resources, with an increase
though built on proven technological concepts:
in orders and revenues that we would have never
just to make an example, last year we designed
imagined. Furthermore, all our plants are “special”,
and made two pass-through routing machine for
the lines are tailored to the needs of each customer,
which we can process very small panels, down to
often designed and built to be placed in existing
250 per 100 millimeters. And it's no longer enough
spaces to which we have to adapt.
to drill “four holes”, like ten years ago: the introWe have also been a bit reckless, like any entreduction of electrified parts, lights and motors empreneur should be: when we decided to build the
bedded into doors and shelves has forced us to
new site, it was not really a favorable period, but
work miracles! After all, this is what the consumer
we took our chances, believing that new opportuis looking for, these are the "options" they want,
nities would come soon".
whether it's about design kitchen sets or industrial
furniture for mass retail. The “hunger for flexibility”,
the possibility to make new details that stimulate
the demand from end consumers, also involves
smaller companies: they are just as focused on
high-quality technology”.

The Stema entrance in a backlit shot.

our portfolio, we need to know the organization
where our machines will be installed, we need to
visit the customer several times, to collaborate
with operators and engineers to understand their
daily job and make it simpler, more "convenient".
But I can tell you that one of the future challenges
will be the ability to expand this approach also
abroad: that might be a turning point in our history.
We are working quite well in Spain, in the UK and
in Belgium: the experience we made with demanding

“We can say we are moving against the trend that
is driving customers towards standard solutions”,
concludes Enrico Citterio. “We offer a flexible, specialized, more qualified machine, meeting the real
demand of the market. It's not mere chance that
Stema works much more in Italy than abroad: with
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customers like Italian furniture manufacturers makes
it easier to work abroad, as everyone admires the
style, the taste, the technical, visual and functional
standards of made-in-Italy furniture. We will focus
on Europe: we feel it's time to take this step with
stronger confidence and determination".
by Luca Rossetti n

stemasrl.eu
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APPLIED: “A4GATE”
FOR CYBER SECURITY
One of the biggest risks for companies in a more
and more digital world is IT security. According to
a recent report by Clusit, the Italian association of
cyber security, 2,049 serious cyber-attacks occurred in 2021, with a 10 percent increase compared to the previous year and 6x economic damage compared to 2020.
This scenario, that will only worsen in the current
geopolitical situation, is particularly critical for the
manufacturing companies that, driven by the fear
to fall victim to potentially devastating cyber-attacks,
must protect themselves by leveraging all possible
opportunities to transition to the smart and increasingly connected paradigms of the Industry 4.0.
As a response, Applied, specializing in digital solutions for Industry 4.0, has developed “a4GATE”,
a hardware/software gateway that combines the
typical requirement of a smart plant to send out
data collected from the field (plc, IoT sensors, hmi
systems), with the need to ensure high security
standards for the transmitted information.
This result was achieved with a dual approach.
First, implementing one-way communications
through the “data diode” technology based on

KABELSCHLEPP PRESENTS
“UNIFLEX ADVANCED 1995”

the defense systems developed by the Israeli
company Terafence. This technology avoids using
IP ports that, being bidirectional, can be attacked
from the outside. The technology integrated in
“a4GATE” basically separates the IoT collector
software that collects data from the smart components of the machine, from the IoT Edge, sending
the collected information to external destinations
for downstream processes.
Second, “a4GATE”, operating physically on the
layer1 of the ISO/OSI stack, makes it impossible
to launch cyber-attacks from the outside to the
network of the machine where it is connected.
The Applied gateway, developed in collaboration
with the Taiwan-based company Atop Technologies to create specific architecture and design for
the industrial world, manages over 200 interface
protocols and can be located also in “extreme”
industrial environments, operating at temperatures
from minus 30 to plus 70 degrees centigrade.
The SL2 security level based on the Iec 62443 standard has been certified through accurate penetration
tests executed by three independent cyber security
companies: Layers, Horizon Security and Sse.
So, “a4GATE” is an enabling solution for any smart factory project,
as it allows to develop effective
IoT communication architectures
that add value to data from a business standpoint, as well as to ensure the full security of corporate
data, a critical factor for the adoption of 4.0 technologies aimed at
increasing the competitive level of
manufacturing companies. n
applied.it

New year, new cable carriers. The year 2022 is
bringing great news from Kabelschlepp, the German cable carrier specialist: the new “Uniflex Advanced 1995” is a versatile cable carrier, with
added installation space ready for any requirements
in machine manufacturing, machine tool manufacturing and for gantries and axes. A variety of
options simplifies installation.
The new model of cable carrier continues the
success story of the “Uniflex Advanced” series in
large dimensions to offer plenty of space for all
types of cables and hoses: the cable carrier has
an inner height of 80 mm and inner widths of 85 to
250 mm, with up to 600 mm available on request.
Responding to the demand for optimized time and
costs, while constantly improving the cost-to-benefit
ratio, the design engineers also ensured the easiest
possible assembly and cable installation. The four-
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part chain links are
space saving for storage and transport
and can be easily installed on site. For uncomplicated installation of cables and hoses, the “Ua1995” is
now available in a version that opens on
both sides – in addition to the closed design and the designs
opening inwards and
outwards.
The cable has a low
distortion design and
it also features very
smooth running, low
wear and a smoother surface. The cable carrier
equipped with universal mounting bracket end connectors made of sturdy plastic, with a strength comparable to that of aluminum, with integrated cable
glands. The small pitch of 99.5 mm offers optimum
smooth running.
Besides the cable carrier, Kabelschlepp has also
developed new and powerful digital tools, “OnlineEngineer” and “Quickfinder”, designed to
guide the cables and program the work. n

kabelschlepp.it
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OMRON: NEW SERIES
NIDEC INTRODUCES
OF CONNECTED CODE READERS NEW FAMILIES OF PRODUCTS
Omron, the Japanese
industrial automation
specialist, has announced the launch of a
new code reader
“V440-F” designed to
help manufacturers
achieve high rates and
high speeds when reading smaller codes, as
well as traceability targets, such as increased supply chain safety
and optimized Overall
Equipment Effectiveness (OEE).
SERIES “V440-F”
“V440-F” is a high-resolution, field-configurable
barcode reader that reads dozens of miniscule
barcodes simultaneously for applications in which
multiple barcoded products are within the field of
view. This compact and highly flexible reader
can be configured to read at a long distance, to
find multiple codes across a wide area or on
parts moving at high speed. These configuration
options make it ideally suited for reading one or
many codes during product packaging or in an
assembly operation where the code reader is located outside of the operator’s working area.
The intuitive and proven WebLink user interface
provides easy out-of-box configuration and application tuning, while the advanced decoding algorithms help ensure robust reading performance
regardless of surface type (including transparent
and reflective surfaces). “Power over Ethernet”
(PoE) and connectivity to automation systems via

Control Techniques, part of the Nidec group of
companies producing variable speed electric drives, has recently launched a new product in the
“Commander S” and “Marshal” families.

Ethernet/IP and Profinet ensure reliable connectivity
to automation networks.
The key features of the new barcode reader
include a “Global Shutter” sensor with 5 MP resolution, a dual-core processor supporting highspeed, 36 FPS image acquisition, and “C-Mount”
lens options allowing the use of wide area, long
distance, macro and telecentric lenses. The spot
and ring coaxial light kits, combined with a variety
of cables and brackets, simplify the installation of
a complete code reading system. Connectivity
provides for reliable and intuitive data integration,
while the “matrix mode” with ordered output supports the flexible organization of hundreds of barcodes read simultaneously. n

omron.it
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“COMMANDER S”
“Commander S” provides a solution for applications that require plug-and-play control convenience straight from the box, easy to install, easy
to use, reliable and cost effective. This solution
uses the latest generation of components and innovative ways of manufacturing: a conformal coating process protects the drive against moisture,
corrosion, and dust to meet long term robustness
and reliability standards.
The new "Commander S" also meets the energy efficiency requirements set by the EU Ecodesign regulation, and is optimized for simple applications
with a suitable feature set. To help reduce overall
costs for the user, several essential features are
built-in the drive, such as intelligent fan control, onboard Modbus RTU and integrated C1 EMC filter.
“MARSHAL”
Marshal, powered by Nfc technology (a
wireless connectivity method that allows
to use a device for a wide range of actions,
editor's note), is the easiest and fastest
way to communicate with “Commander
S”. Available for Android and iOS, it enables drive set-up in only 60 seconds using
NFC technology, along with providing simple set-up routines tailored to different
applications. It also allows power on/off
commissioning, even when the drive is
still in the box. Furthermore, with "Marshal",
parameters can be transferred from one
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drive to another, and the drive provides real-time
diagnostics even when it is powered off.
The user also can easily share wiring diagrams
and drive configurations as a PDF file via email or
WhatsApp or other messenger apps.
The robust click-on/off DIN rail mounting makes
it easy for end users to install the drive, while
Commander S’ compact footprint and side by
side installation save cabinet space where this is
at a premium. n
controltechniques.com
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MANY NOVELTIES FOR BLUM

NINKA: NON-STOP NEWS

The after Covid-19 era is particularly positive in
economic terms and Blum company continues its
race for innovation. The Austrian giant has highlighted some novelties, from pocket systems to a
box platform.

The German company is not stopping and keeps
presenting new solutions to its customers.

“REVEGO”: BLUM’S POCKET SYSTEMS
Due to the progressive and unstoppable urbanization, living spaces are becoming smaller and
smaller. For this reason, Blum has launched the
“Revego” pocket system for space optimization.
Revego pocket systems can be implemented as
double or single door applications. A sophisticated
solution for furniture with fixed widths that can
also be easily designed with standard cabinet bodies: the pocket width for single door applications
“Revego uno” is just 100 mm and for double door
applications “Revego duo” just 150 mm.
In regard to configuration, the solution provides
the necessary maneuvering space: single doors
can be 450 to 900 millimeters wide and double
doors can be 450 to 750 millimeters wide, as well
as 1,800 to 2,500 millimeters high. Furthermore,
pocket systems can be produced by the manufacturer and delivered preassembled to the installation
site. Final assembly on site is equally simple.
With "Tip-On" motion technology, the doors can be

opened with a light touch and they slide into a
narrow cabinet or pocket. The kitchen area, the
home office or the utility room are now easily accessible. The door can be closed by pressing it
out of the pocket, and the client can elegantly conceal the entire area with another touch. When the
full-opening doors are closed, they conceal all the
furniture, including pockets, making "Revego" an
ideal solution for multifunctional space utilization.
Blum's pocket systems create new perspectives,
and there’s more, the quick opening of all living
spaces and their simple closure promote an allround welcoming atmosphere.
“MERIVOBOX”: THE BOX PLATFORM
“Merivobox” is a box platform, which makes it
possible to produce a wide range of products
with the same manufacturing, using just few pieces.
The minimal design and the box system simplify
production processes and increase production
efficiency. The innovative L-shape of the cabinet
profile makes Merivobox incredibly stable.
The new box system not only has a synchronized
feather-light glide but also boasts high front stability, opening up new possibilities for kitchen
design. (f.i.) n
blum.com

“CUISIO”
This is an insert system for drawers designed to
“make order” easily. The combination of translucent
black, white and anthrax colors with matching aluminum profiles creates amazing effects when the
drawer is pulled out.

“ONE2SIX”
Ninka has presented a system for the waste bins
"One2six", featuring a closed and linear design;
its containers of various sizes can be deployed in
various combinations when hanged.

Ninka has also launched the new insert for the
spice jars for the “Cuisio” series. Once installed,
this organizer is simply fixed to the “Cuisio” trays
by positioning and hooking up the aluminum profile
guides.
“FACIA ID”
“Facia Id” is a pullout panel for drawers or for the
entire kitchen. The décor options can be freely
selected and have been expanded to include custom patterns. This is a plus for customers looking
for a new modular kitchen, having the possibility
to see veneer or metal applications on the drawers,
or alternatively, focus on your brand identity.
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IGUS LAUNCHES A NEW
ONLINE CONFIGURATOR
Igus, the German company specialized in cable
carriers, has made a new drive technology configurator available free of charge to help customers
find the right linear module for their application.
The online tool uses application data such as installation position, load, stroke length, speed and
self-locking to make suitable product suggestions
that fulfil the customer’s requirements.
“The special feature is that with the help of our
test data from our in-house laboratory, we can
make a lifetime statement for each linear module
as well as the motor load in the individual application
and display them online. The customer can be
sure that the module will work reliably and maintenance-free in the machine and system”, says Michael Hornung, igus GmbH’s International Product
Manager for drylin. Other filter options such as for
usage conditions like high temperatures or food

service can be used to customize the selection
further. The user can then continue to equip the
module with suitable accessories as desired: this
allows everything from manual operation with a
hand wheel to the right motor to a control system
“By displaying and selecting only compatible products, we give the user confidence that they will
get a linear module that be connected right away”,
says Hornung. The price is automatically calculated
and shown in the application. This allows the
effects of the selected options, including on price,
to be considered, which also eliminates time lost
to queries. In a final step, the configuration can be
stored or forwarded, the parts list and technical
information downloaded, and the linear module
ordered with a mouse click. n
igus.com
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“ONE2FOUR”
For the empty space under kitchen sinks, once
unused, the development of intelligent waste collection systems has been a step forward. With the
"One2four" waste bins, Ninka offers a sophisticated
and complete range of containers in different
heights and capacities, from 0.5 to 42 liters. The
modules of different width and depth can be combined to achieve eight height dimensions for almost
all applications.
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“ONE2SEVEN”
The hanging frame
system "One2seven" is specially developed for drawer
slides mounted under the drawer
base. Featuring an
elegant and linear
design, it is available for furniture
from 400 to 600
mm width. Of course, the solution is also designed for easy cleaning
and in a wide range of sizes and combinations.
The frames are suitable for containers from 8 to
42 liters, according to the nominal length and the
furniture width. (f.i.) n
ninka.com
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SIKO SHOWCASES
THE NEW ROTARY ENCODER
Regardless of whether in proSiko Buchenbach HQ.
cess technology, medical technology or factory automation, the complexity and functional scope of the machines
used there are constantly increasing. This increases the
demand for increasingly
smarter sensors where limited
space is available.
In this context and with this
constant search for ever more
powerful, yet low-power solutions, Siko, the company
specializing in automation and robotics products,
showcases new absolute rotary encoders, electromechanical devices that convert the angular
position of the rotary axis into a digital electrical
signal.
The two new Siko absolute encoders are “Av3650m”
and “Ah3650m”, which combine precise position
measurement with a particularly small and robust
housing, that optimizes space in order to have the
smallest possible footprint. Exact position measurement is essential for rotary encoders. At the
same time, rotary encoders should be constructed
as compactly as possible and should be robust
against interference and environmental influences.
FEATURES
Besides exact position measurement, rotary encoders evolution aims to be more robust against
interference and environmental influences, so as
to be an optimal solution for efficient and cost-optimized position measurement. The absolute position
values are determined via the integrated analog
interfaces and the client can choose among a
variety of different variants.
ANALOG INTERFACE
The two rotary encoders with a magnetic measuring
principle have a multi-turn system based on Energy
Harvesting Technology, which enables the measurement of revolutions without the use of a mechanical gearbox or a battery. As a result, the
sensors are not only particularly wear-free and
maintenance-free, but also impress thanks to the
elimination of additional costs. Despite the compact
design with an outer diameter of only 36 mm, the
rotary encoders can detect more than 65,000 revolutions absolutely and precisely. Thanks to the

integrated teach-in functionality, users can easily
adapt the analog current or voltage interface to
the required measuring range of their application.
“A further advantage of the sensors is their robust
and resistant design,” Siko states. “Regardless of
whether vibrations, dirt, humidity or temperature,
this is no problem for the rotary encoders thanks
to the protection class IP67 and the wide temperature range from -40 to +85 degrees centigrade.
The rotary encoders thus provide reliable position
values even in demanding industrial applications.
Thanks to their small design, the rotary encoders
are particularly suitable for use in applications
with limited installation space”.
“MSA213K”
The demands on sensors for position detection in
automation and drive technology increase with
the complexity and performance of the associated
machines and systems. One solution is the highresolution, contactless absolute encoder “Msa213k”
from Siko. This provides the absolute position at
any time (without referencing or buffer battery).
With its high signal quality, the encoder is ideal for
use in handling and assembly automation, machining systems, pick-and-place applications as well
as pcb machining and always provides precise
values for position and speed measurement in
linear direct drives.
And there’s more, as reported by Siko, the strength
of the magnetic absolute linear encoder is the high
absolute resolution of one micron, which ensures
precise position detection at all times. The absolute
measurement is indispensable above all in safetyrelevant applications when a position change must
be reliably detected even in the currentless state.
The achieved repeatability of ± one micron enables
reliable use in multi-axis applications and positioning
systems, in which precise control or recognition of
positions is required. This performance level is
achieved over a length of up to 16 meters.
So that the “Msa213k” can be integrated as easily
as possible, it is available with numerous absolute
interfaces and the compact installation dimensions
and a large reading distance of up to 0.8 mm,
together with the 270 degrees centigrade swiveling
connector, enable flexible integration into a wide
range of applications. For easy installation and operation, the absolute encoder has a clearly visible
led function and status indicator that provides feedback on function and operating status. n
siko-global.com

TOMRA RECYCLING INTRODUCES
DEEP LEARNING TECHNOLOGY
Sensor-based sorting specialist, TOMRA Recycling,
has further strengthened its offering for the global
wood recycling sector by becoming the first in the
world to use deep learning, a subset of artificial
intelligence, in wood recycling applications.
The company has combined its industry-leading
“Autosort” technology with its deep learning-based
sorting add-on, “Gain”, to create a solution that
can distinguish between and sort different types of
wood-based materials, significantly enhancing customers’ sorting and manufacturing processes.
The primary application for TOMRA Recycling’s
new solution is sorting “Wood A” (non-processed
wood) from “Wood B”, (processed wood products
such as mdf (medium-density fiberboard), HDF
(high-density fiberboard), oriented strand board
(osb) and chipboard.
The company’s “X-Tract” solution quickly became
popular with chipboard manufacturers to produce
a clean recycled woodchip fraction by sorting
and separating out the inert material (glass, stones,
ceramics, etc.) and metals. Once the “X-Tract”
unit has removed these impurities, the recovered
woodchip is of sufficiently high quality to be used
in the production of standard chipboards.

cycling, comments: “Wood recycling is a fast-evolving market, with increasingly stringent legislation
being introduced in a number of regions globally
to move towards a more circular economy model.
Our “Autosort” with “Gain” solution uses deep learning technology to create a robust and flexible
solution which we are confident will be welcomed
by wood good producers across to globe. It will
also enable our customers to future-proof their
operations as they will be better equipped to adapt
and react to any future changes in the global
wood recycling market such as new legislation.
We are delighted to be the first in the market to
offer this artificial intelligence-based solution”. n

In recent years, however, TOMRA Recycling has
been approached by an increasing number of customers who are looking to use recycled wood of
a much higher purity level in their production processes. To achieve these specific purity requirements, in addition to removing the inert material
and metals in the infeed stream, other impurities
including engineered wood composites as well as
polymers, would have to be removed.

tomra.com

As these materials are not distinguishable using xray technology, the “X-Tract” unit was unsuited to
this sorting task. Determined to help these customers
and recognizing a potential gap in the market for a
solution which would allow companies in the wood
recycling sector to optimize their wood sorting
processes, TOMRA Recycling’s deep learning experts developed an application that combines
TOMRA’s industry-leading “Autosort” unit with its
deep learning-based sorting add-on, GAIN.
TOMRA’s “Wood A” vs “Wood B” application uses
deep learning technology to sort and extract impurities that couldn’t previously be detected,
making it possible for the first time to detect,
analyze and sort every different wood type, therefore
cleaning up the real wood fraction.
TOMRA is the first company in the world to use
deep learning technology to detect and separate
different wood types, targeting “Wood B” (processed
wood composites) as impurities to leave a clean
“Wood A” fraction (non-processed wood), or, depending on customers’ requirement, producing
individual high purity engineered wood composite
fractions out of the infeed stream.

“Av3650m” and “Ah3650m”.

Philipp Knopp, product manager at TOMRA ReXYLON INTERNATIONAL
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THE COMPANY
TOMRA Recycling designs and manufactures
sensor-based sorting technologies for the
global recycling and waste management industry. Over 7,400 systems have been installed
in more than 100 countries worldwide.
Responsible for developing the world’s first
high capacity Near Infrared (Nir) sensor for
waste sorting applications, TOMRA Recycling
remains an industry pioneer with a dedication
to extracting high purity fractions from waste
streams that maximize both yield and profits.
The company is part of TOMRA which also
develops sensor-based systems for sorting,
peeling and process analytics for the food,
mining and other industries.
This company is owned by Norwegian company
TOMRA Systems Asa, which is listed on the
Oslo Stock Exchange. Founded in 1972, it has
a turnover of around 995 million of Euros and
employs 4,300 globally.
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VAUTH-SAGEL: THE NEWS
New and revisited solutions. The year 2021 closed
with several innovations for Vauth-Sagel, the
German company with a 55-year story in the production of storage solutions. At the latest Sicam,
the exhibition of semifinished materials in Pordenone, Italy, the company displayed several products, highlighting solutions that combine eyecatching design with functionality.
The highlights were cross-industry product innovations, with a special focus on new surfaces,
colors and structures. High-quality steel surface
with powder coatings have a matte texture and
crystal brightness in metallic tones. These are
presented as examples on the VS ADD® Board
wall shelf and in the new Essentio design line.
Following a “less is more” concept, Vauth-Sagel
created a new space-saving module for the inside

“Essentio”.

“Vs Add Box”.

REHAU: “NOBLE MATT”

of kitchen furniture. With its clean and flat shapes of
sheet steel with powder coating, monochrome and
matte, “Essentio” is a metal drawer offering high
functionality, combined with an intriguing design
that can be easily matched with any kitchen. The
slender design maximizes internal space, making
room for customized organization and storage solutions, with no gap between bottom and side. Another
innovation is the metal bottom with magnetic stop.
“Vs Add Box” is the new steel storage system
that combines sophisticated design with a practical
and functional approach. “Vs Add Box” can be installed in a cabinet and is ideal for small accessories
found in the kitchen, and beyond.
“Vs Add Flex” is a pullout system for low-hanging
units in the kitchen, with a synchronized pullout movement and a hydro-dampening system that reduces
impact and extends furniture life, as it is no longer
subject to damage during opening and closing.
“Vs Top Down” is a system created by VauthSagel for extraction from high-handing units. With
this new solution, it is much easier to pull out
dishes, glasses or even clothing from a cabinet,
as the shelf can be moved. Just pull gently on the
invisible pullout element, and the steel shelf comes
out of the hanging unit, offering easy access to
the contents. (f.i.) n
vauth-sagel.de

“Vs Top Down”.

has been updated to
match the colors and formats of “Rauvisio noir”
and “Rauvisio brilliant Noble Matt”, allowing to create visually flawless components as a result of the
zero-joint technology, and
to choose among more
than four hundred colors
and variations.

The new trends are moving towards the comeback
of matt, this is clear to all industry actors, from
kitchen manufacturers to furniture designers, from
architects to buyers. To meet market requirements,
Rehau has interpreted the trend with the “Noble
Matt” collection, creating surfaces, edges and
rolling shutters with a perfectly coordinated matt
finish, and a unique visual impact in furniture and
interior design.
The star of the “Noble Matt” collection is the new
“Rauvisio noir” surface, that combines elegance
and handicraft quality. Design and functionality
coexist in this matt, silky and bright finish, available
in twelve colors inspired to the noir movie genre –
still influencing the design and fashion business
– where the “Rauvisio brilliant Noble Matt” surface, particularly suitable for vertical applications
and offered in eight coordinate tones, is an
excellent complement.
The range of “Raukantex” edges, since 2009 appreciated by furniture designers and manufacturers
for its high-quality matte edgebanding solutions,

Exposicam srl
Via G. Carducci, 12
20123 Milano • Italy
Tel: +39 0286995712
info@exposicam.it

Jet Master T.

XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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The matt trend revisited
by Rehau also involves
smaller components, such
as containers and finishing elements, which are jumping back to the forefront, especially in the kitchen.
Available in four colors perfectly coordinated with
the surfaces to achieve a solid design, the new roller
shutter “Rauvolet Noble Matt” harmoniously integrates
with modern matt furniture, offering an optimal use
of space and the best functionality, while the wall
seal profiles “Rauwalon perfect-line” in coordinated
colors ensure the visual continuity between worktop
and wall, adding a final touch of beauty to a contemporary interior design davvero. n
rehau.com
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CONTACTS
Automation

Secondary processing

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

BIESSE spa
CMA 2 Costruzioni Meccaniche Automazioni
Via Pezza Alta, 28
I-31046 Rustignè di Oderzo (TV)
phone +39 0422 853770
fax +39 0422 853992
www.cma2.it - info@cma2.it
Custom made machineries and automations
for handling, assembly, storage and
packaging.
Paper pallet compose machineries, pallet
protect machines with Made in Italy quality.

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl

Via della Meccanica, 16 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it

Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines,
routers, throughfeed boring and inserting
machines, material handling equipment
and turnkey plants.

Panel processing machines and plants.
Special multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal
milling machines with rollers feeding, working
centres for the “Folding” technology, flooring
industry technology, doors,modern furnishing
industry technology.

Primary processing
Software
PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
ANGELO CREMONA spa

DALSO SRL
Automation Technology
Via Marche, 12
I-36015 Schio (VI)
phone +39 0445 575 606
www.dalso.it - info@dalso.it
Dalso's activity, which this year turns
20 years old, does not just develop
in the consolidated range of manipulators,
introducers and robots but focuses on finding
the tailor-made solution for the customer,
maximizing the efficiency of the plant itself.
A team of experts and product quality,
dictated by ISO 9001 standards,
makes Dalso today a leader in the design
and production of industrial automation
both in wood and in other sectors.

Auxiliary machines
and equipments

ZATOR srl
Via Galvani 11
I-20095 Cusano Milanino (MI)
phone +39 02 66403235
fax +39 02 66403215
www.zator.it - info@zator.it
We have specialized for over 20 years
in the design, construction and testing
of systems for application of adhesives,
glues and fluids in wood/furniture sector.
We take care of every stage of production
inside, we are equipped with a fleet
of controlled machine tools updated
and complete numeric that allows us
to combine the production with the
standard production of products
configured according to your needs.

Viale Lombardia, 275 I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses and finishing
lines; horizontal, vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision.
Special applications allowing the possibility to
make also grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam saws with
many different configurations accordingly to
the panel sizes and thickness requirements.

COMEC GROUP srl
Via Cascina Rinaldi, 39
I-33048 S. Giovanni al Natisone (UD)
phone +39 0432 756282
fax +39 0432 757591
www.comecgroup.it - info@comecgroup.it
Comec Cncwood, multi-spindles working
centers with working head support columns
with transvertal movement.
Comec Technowood, special machines
and systems for high productive processing.
Camam Woodworking Machinery, machines
and lines/systems for milling, cutting, sanding,
assembling and special ones for chair
woodworking.

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl
Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl
Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.salvadormachines.com
info@salvadormachines.com
Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

SCM GROUP spa
Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700218
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery: the widest range
of products.

Our production of woodworking machines:
edger, cross-cutter.

Cross-cutting lines
STEMA srl

CURSAL srl

Via del Fontanile, 4 I-22044 Brenna (CO)
phone +39 031 763974
www.stemasrl.eu - info@stemasrl.eu

PRIMULTINI srl

Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com

Viale Europa, 70 I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com

Cursal Srl for over 40 years, has been
specialising in the design, construction,
installation, maintenance and spare parts
supply of wood cutting systems. Top of the
range: defects electronic optimizing cross-cut
saws (belt/rollers/ push) that guarantee
maximum speed, durability and precision.
Optical defect scanners.
Complete range of fast semi-automatic
cutting-off saws equipped for various sections.
Cnc/plc/router developed, programmed and
customised by Cursal. Specific equipment: drills,
printers, cnc stops, loading/unloading transfers
for perfect integration with multirip saws,
moulders, finger joint. Automatic
loaders/unloaders with vacuum/grippers.
Wood industry experts choose Cursal.

Machines for woodworking and equipment
for sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual
and automatic edging lines, working centres
with circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Since 1999 Stema has been the reference
point for the automatic drilling and insertion
process. Among its customers it counts
the biggest Italian and European furniture
manufacturers, with an offer ranging
from a single machining center
to an automated production line.
Assistance, integrations, handling
and retrofits are some of the services
that Stema offers, together with
consultancy that enabled the company
to install its solutions in over 20 countries
around the world.
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DDX Software Solutions
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com
Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
EasyWOOD for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis; EasyBEAM for
structures, houses, walls, beams, rooves,
gazebo, etc.; PowerSTAIRS for staircases
design and manufacturing; PowerWIN for any
kind of windows, french doors, internal doors,
entry doors and shutters.
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Surface finishing
TECNOAZZURRA srl
CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment
of robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture, panels,
windows and doors.

Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-0541 678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

Tools and auxiliaries

5-8 July
Formobile
www.formibile.com
• Sao Paulo (Brazil)
Woodworking technologies

8-11 August
Bifa Wood
www.bifawoodvietnam.com
• Binh Duong (Vietnam)
Woodworking technologies

5-8 July
Dach+Holz International
www.dach-holz.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Woodworking technologies

23-26 August
Iwf
www.iwfatlanta.com
• Atlanta (Usa)
Woodworking technologies

6-9 July
Miff-Malaysian
International Furniture Fair
www.miff.com
• Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Furniture

30 August - 2 September
BTrä & Teknik
www.traochteknik.se
• Göteborg (Sweden)
Woodworking technologies

EPISTOLIO srl
Via Scerei, 4 I-21020 Casciago (VA)
phone: +39 0332 212692
www.epistolio.com - info@epistolio.com
The painting division of Epistolio srl provides
robotic automation solutions for industrial
painting processes in the wood, metal, plastic
and composite sectors. Its range of robots
offers differentiated solutions in terms of
programming, starting from self-learning robots
for painting chairs and three-dimensional
components, to off-line systems with 2D and 3D
vision systems to paint shaped, milled
and curved panels, doors, edges in stacks
and customized solutions tailor for every
customer request.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it
Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics.
Specialists in cnc tooling.

FREUD spa – Società Unipersonale
Via Remigio Solari, 7 I-33050 Pavia di Udine (UD)
phone +39 0432 551411
www.freudtools.com - info@freud.it
1972-2022

GIARDINA GROUP
Via V. Necchi, 63 I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with application
by spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters
and drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers,
linear dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows. Spray booths.

Freud is a worldwide leader in premium tool
manufacturing, producing a wide range of
superior quality circular saw blades, routing
tools, cutterheads and brazed cutters, window
tooling systems, knives and inserts, accessories
and spare parts. Its engineering know-how and
the deep technological expertise, based on 60year experience, allow the production of an
extensive range of solutions for industrial and
professional applications.

SISTEMI srl

LESTA srl
Via T. Tasso, 66 I-21052 Busto Arsizio (VA)
phone +39 0331 430 817
fax +39 0331 1581053
www.lesta.it - info@lesta.it
Lesta Srl designs, manufactures and sells
industrial robots for both powder and liquid
painting.
The top of the range of Lesta production are
the 5 and 6 axis antropomorphic robots in
self-learning LeBot MV series. The selflearning makes easy and immediate to create
painting programs for any kind of
applications: wood, plastic, metal and
composites.
In addition, Lesta Srl is able to supply cartesian
robots, carousels, air and ground rotation
groups, robot handling systems in ground or
hanging configuration to increase the
working area, production cycle management
software with RFID tags, 2D and 3D scanning
systems in order to make the painting process
completely automatic.

ELMAG spa

Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material
working. Tools for automatic boring machines,
router bits and collet chucks for cnc router
machines. “M. Conti” measuring devices for the
woodworking industry. Special accessories for
hobbysts, craftsmen and small industry.

7-9 July
Afriwood Etiopia
www.expogr.com
• Addis Abeba (Etiopia)
Woodworking technologies
12-15 July
Fensterbau Frontale
www.frontale.de
• Nürnberg (Germany)
Building and architecture
12-15 July
Holz-Handwerk
www.holz-handwerk.de
• Nürnberg (Germany)
Woodworking technologies (hardware)
14-17 July
Fitecma
www.fitecma.com.ar
• Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Woodworking technologies
17-20 July
Ciff Guangzhou (phase 1)
www.ciff.furniture
• Guangzhou (China))
Furniture
26-29 July
Ciff Guangzhou (phase 1)
www.ciff.furniture
• Guangzhou (China)
Furniture
26-29 July
Cifm/Interzum Guangzhou
www.interzum-guangzhou.com
• Guangzhou (China)
Woodoworking technologies

31 August - 2 September
Holzmesse
www.kaertnermesse.at
• Klagenfurt (Austria)
Woodworking technologies

5-8 September
Ciff Shanghai
www.ciff.furniture
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture
5-8 September
Wmf
www.woodworkfair.com
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies
9-11 September
Sri Lanka Wood Int’l Expo
www.futurextrade.com
• Colombo (Sri Lanka)
Woodworking technologies
12-15 September
Lesdrevmash
www.lesdrevmash-expo.ru
• Moskow (Russia)
Woodworking technologies
13-16 September
Drema
www.drema.pl
• Posen (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
14-17 September
MovelSul
www.movelsul.com
• Bento Gonçalves (Brazil)
Furniture
16-19 September
Homi
www.homimilano.com
• Fieramilano Rho (Italy)
Furniture

TWT srl
Via dell'artigiano, 57 I-38068 Rovereto (TN)
phone +39 0464 076401
www.twt.tools - info@twt.tools

19-22 September
Algeria Woodtech
www.algeriawood.com
• Algiers (Algeria)
Woodworking technologies

TWT, specialized in special tools design,
shapes your ideas with the advice and support
that makes each project hyper-personalized.
From special tools to the study of window
systems, to NaDia DLC coatings,
TWT is a creative and reliable partner,
ready to constantly invest in innovative
solutions for the production of doors
and windows, advising you down
to the smallest details and with the
highest level of expertise.

21-24 September
Ifmac
www.ifmac.net
• Jakarta (Indonesia)
Woodworking technologies

Via Raffaello Sanzio, 11 I-20852 Villasanta (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.superfici.com

20-23 September
Feria Hàbitat Valencia
www.feriahabitatvalencia.com
• Valencia (Spain)
Furniture

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller
or curtain coating technology and uv or hot air
drying systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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